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December 2,2005
The Honorable Jennifer M. Granholm,
Governor of The State of Michigan
P.O. Box 3001 3
Lansing, MI 48909
Dear Governor Granholm:

I am pleased to present the Final Report of the Transition Team, appointed by you in
January, 2005 for the purpose of making recommendations to the newly elected members
of the Board of Education of the City of Detroit.
We adopted "A New Beginning. . ." as the theme of our work, because we know that the
tasks facing our schools during this transition will be challenging, and some might add,
daunting. Through our findings and recommendations we hope new co~nmitmentand
new interest in our school district will resonate from all comers of the community.
We also trust that this report will stimulate a deeper understanding of the unique nature of
schooling in our State's largest school district that will spark a definitive course of action
from the State. In that regard, I offer the words of Barbara Jordan, who said it best,
"Education remains the key to both economic and political empowerment. That is why
the schools charged with cducating minorities have, perhaps, the greatest, the deepest
challenge of all."
This report reflects a seriousness of purpose, a dedication to task and a commitment to
children that clearly underscores the level of importance we place on a "certainty of
opportunity" for a quality education within reach of every single child . . . and raises the
rhetoric beyond, "No Child Left Behind." I believe that a great deal of thanks should go
to the Transition Team, and in particular, Dr. Kathleen Smith, Executive Director and
Mrs. Ellen Griffin, Executive Assistant.
Yours for Education,

Reverend Wendell Anthony, Chairman
The Governor's Transition Team for Detroit Public Schools
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December 2.2005
Honorable Members
The Board of Education
School District of the City of Detroit
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am plcased to present the Final Report of the Governor's Transition Team, appointed
by Governor Jennifer Granholm to provide the most seamless transition possible from the
appointed Reform School Board of the past five years to a popularly clected School
Board for the future.
The following pages represent the thoughtful, able, conscience-driven work of the
Transition Team, comprised of community, educational, business, labor and legislative
leadcrs from across the Dctroit Metropolitan Area.
We trust that this Report will constitute a "New Beginning . . ." for the Board, and a
significant step forward for the district, in improving student achievement and academic
performance of all children in the district. We believe that our findings and
recommendations will provide you with a head start and evcry benefit to do this complex,
demanding, critically important work, with excellence.
On bchalf of the Tcam, I offer the following words as you begin your journey: "When
wc walk to the edge of all the light and take that step into the darkness of the unknown,
we must believe that one of two things will happen . . . There will be soinething solid for
us to stand on, or we will be taught how to fly." God k Speed!
Yours for Education,

Revercnd Wendell Anthony, Chairman
The Governor's Transition Team for Detroit Public Schools
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ABSTRACT

.

A NEW BEGINNING. . "GOVERNANCE WITH A FOCUS ON
ACCOUNTABILITY, INTEGRITY AND RESPECT"

The last two decades in the history of Detroit Public Schools have been marked by
frequent and dramatic changes in leadership from the "Boardroom" to the "Classroom."
Often, change is good. Sometimes it is not
are not a part of the change process.

-

especially when the people most affected

In November, 2005, the Detroit Community will exercise, for the first time in five years,
its right to elect eleven members to the Board of Education. Those who are elected to
serve this community will have an awesome responsibility - to restore public faith in the
Board's ability to govern; to create the conditions for accountability, integrity and
respect; and to focus on the mission of educating all children in the district.
The Governor's Transition Team was charged with the responsibility for providing the
new Board with a clean slate, indeed, a "New Beginning. . ." and every possible benefit
to do the work ahead of them with excellence.
The Team's goals were
To facilitate a smooth transition back to a school board elected by the citizens of
Detroit;
To study the current conditions of leadership and learning throughout the district;
and
To prcpare a report of their findings and recommendations that the Board would
find useful during their first six months of taking office.
The Transition Team was divided into nine sub-committees to study nine core areas of
school district responsibility and service. The following represents the key findings and
recomn~endationsof the nine sub-committees.

1. The Committee on Governance
Kev Findings
There is no more honorable work and no elected position more important to the
future of our city than that of being a member of the Detroit Board of Education.
Detroiters want a school board and district that seeks professional developme~lt
and the training necessary to perform their tasks with excellence. Classes in good
boardsmanship are a proper school district expense.
There is no clear and specific ethics policy for Board Members.
The new school board will face an immediate need to develop a common vision
for the future of the district.
The new school board will face an immediate need to search for and select a
superintendent who is especially capable of developing the board's vision into a
strategic plan that is implemented with the full support of the entire schoolcon~munity.
The school board n~emberswill need to possess several "core competencies" to
effectively perform their new roles, including a basic knowledge of Child
Development, Education (Pre-K through grade 12), Facility and Property
Management, Finance and Budget, Parent and Con~munityCoalition Building,
Personnel and Organizational Management, and Procurement.

Key Recommendations
The district should fund a series of professional development and training
seminars for all newly elected board members, including a session in November
after the 2005 elections, a weekend retreat in December, and to continue for at
least one year.
The new Board should promptly adopt a co~nprehensiveethics policy.
The new Board should promptly adopt a "disclose and refrain" conflict of interest
policy.
The new Board should promptly develop a common vision for the district and in
cooperation with the Superintendent, a Strategic Plan for the district as a whole.
The Board should engage immediately in the scarch and selection of a general
Superintendent.
Several objective civic organizations, such as The League of Women Voters or
the NAACP should develop and distribute a listing of optimal qualifications for
board members and a set of questions to help citizens evaluate them.
The new Board should continue to enable students to attend Board Meetings to
promote interest and civic service in the next generation.

2. The Committee on Curriculum Development
Key Findings

Tl~oughoutDetroit Schools, there are pockets of excellence and pockets of
challenge - schools that are achieving extraordinary results and schools that are
floundering in their efforts.
Detroit students are still sitting in rows, listening to lectures, taking notes,
receiving questions, reciting answers,passing tests . . . or not, and then moving on
to the next subject and starting again from the beginning.
The Detroit Public School curriculum is not aligned at all levels and across all
subject areas with the State Standards and Benchmarks and with national No
Child Left Behind (NCLB) expectations.
Too tnany DPS schools have failed to meet Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) and
NCLB expectations.
Principals are playing a diminished role in the leadership of their buildings.
The Chief Academic Officer appears to play a greater role in operational matters
than in curriculum development, design, innovation, implementation and
assessment.
Kev Recommendations

If excellent schools exist in the district, they can be replicated. Stronger efforts
are needed to use "good schools" as models.
Children of the 21S' Century must be taught in curriculums that require them to
explore on their own, the questions they have and the critical skills they will need
in order to build their futures and make a good living; and by teachers who act
less as lecturers and more as coaches and resource providers.
The curriculum must be aligned, especially in the four core areas of instruction
Mathematics, ReadingILanguage Arts, Science and Social Studies -with the State
Standards and Benchmarks, with NCLB and AYP expectations.
Quality principals must be hired through a standardized assessmentllraining
process and given the right to lead uniformly throughout the district.
The district must ensure that operatio~lalmatters are handled so that the Chief
Academic Officer is free to focus on curriculum development, innovations and
improving the quality of teaching and learning.

-

3. The Committee on Community and Parent Involvement
Key Findings
Detroit Parents and Community have identified three areas of challenge and
priority: Satisfaction, Outreach, Safety (SOS).
SOS is the building capacity for involvement and shared responsibilities between
DPS, the parents and community members for high student achievement.
When parents are partners in their children's cducation the results are improved
achievement, better attendance, reduced drop-out rates and bad behavior.
School staffs are not trained to reach out to parents nor to value their involvement.
I% of all Title 1 funds must be used to promote increased parental involvement.
School hours are not long enough to allow students and families to engage in
recreationalllearning activities together, or to provide adult and parenting
education programsttraining.
The No Child Left Behind Act states that parents are to be part of the size, the
scope, the design, the development, and the evaluation of all school programs.
A survey of more than 500 parents and their students revealed that 59% of
parents are not satisfied with their child's education or the condition of their
child's school.
56% of parents surveyed felt their child's school environment or school building
was not safe.
52% of students survcyed do not participate in after school activities.

Key Recommendations
The Board and the District should collaborate with parents and community
members to develop and implement a comprehensive ParentlCommunity
Involvement Plan.
The Board should create an advisory committee of parents and community
members. Parents should participate on interview teams and in perception ratings
of their school's principal and teachers.
The Board should jointly develop with parents and community a School - Parent
Compact outlining how parents, staff, community members and students share
responsibility for improved academic achievement.
The Board and the administration should develop a policy to extend the hours that
school buildings are open - before school, in the afternoon, evenings and on
weekends in every school.
A plan should be developed to involve community and corporate businesses in
our schools to promote tutoring and mentoring, and to provide internships,
scholarships and summer job opportunities for Detroit students.
A "talent" survey should be conducted to determine our parentlcommunity talents
and to develop a district "resources" bank.
A plan should be developed to remove "barriers" to parent paiticipation,
including: childcare; language barriers; transportation; cultural differences.
The new board should promptly address a plan to make our schools and school
environments safe.
-

4. The Committee on Finance

Tlze MGT Independent Diagnostic Report
Key Findines
The current financial position being faced by DPS is the result of a management
breakdown. The lack of checks and balances provided by a Board of Education
assisted in this breakdown.
The lack of an effective budget development process and the absence of a budget
document are at the heart of the difficulties currently being faced.
The capacity to manage has been present: there is a sound financial system in
place and staff in the Finance Department do understand their roles, but without
an effective budget development process and a budget document, the financ~al
crisis was inevitable
Key Recommendations
Undertake an in-depth study of school staffing formulas for the past two years and
establish a process to correct the problen~sthat exist.
Undertake an in-depth organizational review to determine how DPS can reduce
the number of central office administrators.
Reassess office space needs for DPS and evaluate options that should result in a
reduction in the spaces currently being leased, or in the possibility of a major
relocation of the central office.
Analyze the payroll department; contact other Peoplesoft users in large school
districts to determine how they process payroll with significantly fewer
employees.
Undertake an independent review of services currently being outsourced to
determine if each of these contracts is still in the best financial and operational
interests of DPS.
Ensure that principals are provided school-based budgets to manage, and are held
accountable for managing their budgets.

Procurentent Practices
Key Findines
= An updated Contracting and Procurement Policy Manual was not adopted in a
timely manner by the DPS administration of the past 5 years.
DPS procurement spending patterns cannot be evaluated or reconciled due to
district lailure to produce an up-to-date line item budget since the year 2001.
A master plan for effectively coordinating the construction, purchase, disposition,
closing or leasing of District propertylresources docs not exist.
To move the district forward, short and long-term success is dependent upon
future funding: specifically, a new bond initiative must be part of the strategy.
DPS is not efficiently utilizing its procurement, asset and personnel management
software to maximum advantage.
Key Recommendations
A review of the newly adopted DPS Contracting and Procurement Policy Manual,

(including guidelines for personal service agreements, all leases, competitive
bidding, Detroit Business subsidies, outsourcing and conflicts of interest,) should
rank high on the new board's list of top priorities.
A vigorous and inclusive budget development process must be implemented
immediately.
The identification of an Ethics Advisory Committee is advisable.
The use of retired DPS personnel as independent contractors should be the object
of intense scrutiny.
The Internal Audit Department should be empowered to conduct random audits of
the procurement process, independent of Finance Department control.
All long term contracts and leases should be evaluated and appropriate action
taken.
A new office of DPS Real Estate Asset Management should be established to
oversee all property-related activity.
Prior to initiating a bond referendum, the Board should conduct an analysis of
PMT's performance that demonstrates to the community that clear guidelines and
controls are now in place, consistent with the DPS Contracting and Procurement
Policy Manual, and the Real Estate and Asset Master Plan.."

Special Education/At-Risk
Key Findings
As a result of several factors, including but not limited to the lack of special
education options at charter schools, the district's proportion of special education
and at-risk students is increasing.
Funding for educating special education and at-risk students is inadequate.
Key Recommendations
Conduct an adequacy study to determine the need for legislative reform of the
school funding systems.
Evaluate the impact of charter and private schools on the enrollment of DPS
students. Are charter and private schools impacted by the same "urban costs?"
IDEA funds must be seen as a supplement for DPS resources for special
education.
Consistent special education operational procedures for evaluation and eligibility
determination need to be developed.
Develop a process to encourage parents and students to complete the information
needed to qualify for federal and state supplemental funding.

Smaller Learning Communities
Key Recommendations
Smaller high schools should be part of thc overall strategy to improve acadeluic
achievement and raise graduation rates.
DPS should require PMT to coordinate planning of school improvements and new
construction with the development of small high schools.

5. The Committee on Human Resources
Key Findings
The Human Resource Department of Detroit Public Schools is dysfunctional and
out oftouch with the reality of how schools operate.
Principals and other site level administrators receive last minute and incomplete
communications about decisions that affect their buildingsloffices.
Principals feel unsupported by central Human Resources staff.
The most recent (last 3 years) reorganization of the Human Resources Department
has proven to be ineffective.
Labor relations between the 12 bargaining units and the district are dysfunctional.
Systemic evaluations of all employee groups are not in place.

Key Recommendations
Hire Human Resources staff that have first hand knowledge of how schools
function and cross train them so that everyone knows everyone else's job and its
impact on school improvement and student learning.
Develop an employee manual outlining Detroit Public Schools administrative and
personnel policies, procedures and protocols.
Revise the "one stop shop" service delivery model so that building principals and
other clients can better understand how to access the system.
Create a more customer friendly environment in the Human Resources
Department by removing the gates that keep people out of the department offices
and services.
Implement a planned procedure for regular on-going comn~unicationbetween
Human Resources, Cuniculum, other key departments and school sites.
Performance evaluation systems for every district employee must be developed
and implemented immediately.
Create a separate cabinet level position for Labor Affairs reporting directly to the
General Superintendent.

6. The Committee on Communications

The District and the Detroit print and electronic media outlets do not trust each
other.
The District does not place a high priority on telling its own stories "right, the
first time," or demanding the same from the media.
The District does not let the media know, publicly, its displeasure each time they
exploit children rather than "conditions."
The District Communications Department lacks the people and materials needed
to maintain clear, consistent, timely and well-articulated community, media and
legislative relations.

Kev Recommendations
The district must make it a priority that the media should never have to "chase
down district stories," or request public information through the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA).
There should be an immediate audit of all current positions that are related to the
communications function, (e.g., parent relations, survey research, employee
communications, district level fund-raising, alumni relations, marketing, public
affairs, business partnerships, student recruitmentirealtor relations, legislative
relations, videolprint and AV production1 web-site development, speech writing),
to determine the cost savings and benefits from uniting them in one department,
under the leadership of a Cabinet level administrator.
A summit level meeting with the city's Media Leaders should be planned and
implemented as one of the new Board's first orders of business.
The Board and the District should engage the services of a consultant to facilitate
a regular and on-going, open dialogue with media leaders on the long-standing,
pervasive, lack of trust issue, on both sides.
The candidates for the position of Superintendent should be required to present
and discuss specific examples of their experiences and training in
communications.

7. The Committee on Future Directions
Smaller Learning Comniunities
Key Findines
The optimal school size includes more square feet of work space per student and
student populations of under 600 students.
Small learning communities have a positive impact on student behavior: students
are less likely to use drugs, engage in deviant behavior, get pregnant or
experience emotional distress.
Smaller learning communities tend to have lower dropout rates, better attendance,
fewer incidents of violence and more student participation in extracurricular
activities.
Of 248 DPS school buildings, 95 (or 38%) exceed the optimal small learning
community enrollment level of 600 students.
Although the majority of DPS schools with more than 1000 studellts enrolled are
High schools, there are 4 Elementary and 5 Middle schools with enrollments
between 1005 and 1352 students.
There is inconsistent application of the "community use" policy throughout the
district. Business and commu~lityleaders are frustrated that processes are not in
place to make it easy for them to help in our schools.
The ratio of special support staff, hired to provide Guidance Counseling and
Social Work services to Detroit Public School students, is woefully inadequate.
Key Recommendations

Any new construction in DPS must provide for maximum student populations of:
200-300 for Elementary Schools; 500-600 for Middle Schools; and
500-600 for High Schools
Any currently low performing schools in DPS that exceed the optimal population
levels listed above should be converted to a smaller learning con~munityformat.
Existing building populations should be adjusted to provide more square feet of
space per student.
Specialized training should be provided for corporate, business and special
interest professionals to adopt schools whose themes match their services.
All schools must have access to social work and guidance counseling services to
ensure the educational, emotional and practical needs of all students are
efficiently addressed.
School facilities should serve as resource centers for community use, including:
on-site health clinics, meeting place for community ventures, extracurricular
activities for students, training sessions for parents, and more.
The new school board should investigate the Beacon Initiative Program, New
York City, and the possibility of creating a similar program in Detroit that offers a
range of activities and services in all school buildings to participants of all ages.

8. The Committee on Information Technology

-

Key Findings
In the past 10 years, thcre have been major advancements in "what we teach with"
in classrooms all over the country and Detroit has some catching up to do.
Books, pens, pencils, erasers and calculators are on the back-to-school shopping
list for DPS students, while laptops and internet access arc on the top of the list
for other districts.
The absence of appropriate wiring and other technical, electrical upgrades in
many Detroit schools severely limits student and staff access to the most current
i~istructionaland information technology available today.
DPS has developed a detailed Information Technology Plan (July 2003-June
2006) that is closely aligned with the national information technology standards.
The district has failed to fully implement the Plan throughout the district.
The district has failed to monitor the use of the funds acquired and the expertise
needed for implementation.
Teachers charged with the responsibility for teaching IT classes have little or no
education and training to do so with excellence.

Key Recommendations

*

The district must hire an IT Plan Czar and undertake to initiate a technology
funding task force that would idcntify and obtain adequate funding necessary to
implement the IT Plan.
Identify skill sets needed for each levcl of IT instructor and develop a professional
development and training program to ensure all instructors are qualified to teach
beginning, intermediate or advanced IT.
Partner with corporate IT professionals to provide support and coaching to
teachers and their assistants. Seek and hire IT professionals as instructors.
E-learning must be incorporated into the district's foundation and become a
vehicle to provide students access to an abundance of information.
Invest in "digital learning" classroo~nsthat operate without books, paper, pens
and pencils and document the resulting cost savings, levels of instruction and
assessment of student learning.
Develop interactive student homework review sessio~lswith a live instructor;
establish a "e-library" of videos of actual classes with links to on-line reference
materials, pictures, charts and graphs that were discussed in class.

9. The Committee on Legal Issues
Equity itz Funding
Key Findings

The current system for funding the Detroit Public Schools does not provide the
district with sufficient funds to provide to all of its students the sound basic
education required under the Michigan Constitution.
Older large urban school districts like Detroit, face crises in conditions that are
not entirely of their own making.
DPS has older schools with major renovation, maintenance or repair needs that, if
not attended, could result in safety threats to the students and staff.
That our nation's large city schools, like Detroit, tend to educate more children of
the poor, minorities and those with special needs, means that they require a much
higher share of the nation's limited resources for public education.
Detroit, like other large urban school districts, receives substantially less per child
in funding than do neighboring suburban districts, despite higher levels of need.
The cost of educating a student from poverty exceeds that of educating a student
from a professional background by more than 11 % %.
The cost of educating students with special needs far exceeds the allowance that
the State provides in its special purpose grant.
The result is inevitable, despite often heroic efforts by Detroit teachers, students,
parents and community, the rates of graduation and educational achievement are
not as high as they should, or could be.
The courts in other states, most notably New York City, have found that the State
has an obligation, under the state constitution, to provide funds necessary for, a
"sound basic education," a "thorough and efficient" education or "substantially
equal curricula, facilities, and equipment" to students throughout the state.
Key Recommendation

The new School Board and the Detroit community should conduct a thorough
investigation into the feasibility of supporting litigation that would challenge the
current funding system for the schools and dctermine whether it violates the State
Constitution.

Charter Schools
Key Findines

There is no demonstrable evidence that students in charter schools are receiving
the high quality education that the sponsors of charters claimed they would
receive.
Despite the claims in the bills authorizing the creation of Charter Schools in 1994,
there is no evidence that they are more effective, provide a higher quality
education, or that they have forced public schools to improve.

When measured by test scores, student achievement varies from charter to charter,
but most are significantly below DPS, and only a few score significantly higher
than DPS.
The rise of charters has been one of the primary reasons driving down the
enrollment in the Detroit Public Schools. Detroit residents make up a high
percentage of the total number of students in charter schools across the State.
Charter schools have drained DPS of significant resources that could have becn
used to improve educational opportunities within the system. Approximately
36,000 students, who live in Detroit, attend charter schools in the city limits of
Detroit or the first ring suburbs. This equates to approximately $250 million
dollars in lost revenue.
DPS students enroll in charter schools at the beginning of the school year and
after the student count day many return to their local school but the per-pupil
funding doesn't follow them.
There are sufficient concerns about this movement of students from public
schools to charter schools and back to public schools to warrant action by the
Govemor, the Legislature and the State Department of Education, with respect to
charter education and the associated funding disparities within Detroit and across
the state.
The promise of charters was to provide a better education for all students. This
has not been realized as special education students are seriously under represcnted
in charter schools. Statewide, only 3% of students in charters are in special
education programs. In the Detroit district, 14% of students are in special
education programs.
The majority of charter schools authorized have Elementary or K-8 school
configurations. These schools receive the full $7,180 per pupil foundation grant
even though they are much less expensive to operate than high schools.
Increasing concerns have been raised about the profits that are rcalized by private
management companies who operate some of these charters. The Legislators and
the Govemor who passed and signed the law did not intend for private companies
to make money by playing upon the fears and lack of knowledge of anxious
parents.
Overall, students who elect to go to charters and those whom charters take are
generally the easiest to educate, i.e., they are usually not discipline problems, are
not diagnosed as learning disabled; and in many cases, parental education
backgrounds and income levels are higher.
Key Recommendations

If the newly elected Board finds that the information collected by the Transition
Team in its study of the negative effects of Charter Schools on Detroit Public
Schools has merit, it is recommended that they take the appropriate actions to
stem the flow of students out of the district.

The new School Board should initiate, immediately, the development of a strong,
proactive agenda to urge the Governor, the State Legislature and the State
Department of Education to take action to change the funding formula for perpupil allocations thut reflect the per-pupil spending djfferences between Charter
and Public Schools.
Charter schools are not noticeable factors in the Suburban School landscape. The
fact that the majority of students, who attend charter schools, reside in Detroit,
Benton Harbor, Pontiac, Inkster, Flint and Saginaw, raises yet another red flag
and bears further investigation.
The Detroit Board of Education should advocate in Lansing for a fair and level
playing field between charter schools and traditional public schools in the areas of
funding, and accountability for successful student achievement.
The Detroit Board of education should conduct a thorough review of its own
current policies on authorizing charters within the Detroit school system.
The Board of Education should call upon the Legislature to maintain the cap on
current charter schools; take steps to close the loophole that allows Bay Mills
Community College to charter schools that receive public funds; and to cap the
number of students in charter schools that receive public funds, until there is a
definitive assessment of the efficacy of the charter school movement in Detroit
and across the State of Michigan.

Accountability for Actions
In com~letinrthis section of the Abstract, the Transition Team reviewed all of the
recommendacons found in the following ~x'ecutiveSummary of this Final Report. We
them into
identified what we believe are the Key Recommendafions and then categorized
three groups of specific actions for re;iew and consideration by the new Board within the
first one hundred days, the first six months and continuing throughout the first year of
their governance mission. The team wishes to underscore that these key actions* are
only recommendc~tionsand are offered in the spirit of assistance and support.

* Note: Tlzese actions are not listed in arzv priorin, order.
First 100 Days*
We recommend that the Board should:

Develop a common vision for the district; review, revise and adopt Board ByLaws.
Adopt a comprehensive Ethics Policy and a "disclose and refrain" conflict of
interest policy.
Make application to MASB for in depth Board Training leading to Board
Certification; attend scheduled transition boardsmanship training programs:
November 15 -Michigan Association of School Boards at NABSE;
December 9-1 1 -Retreat with Council of Great Cities Schools, et. al.
Develop process/guidelines for search and selection of a General Superintendent.
Develop a policy to promote and ensure safe schools and student "walk-zones."
Create an advisory committee of parents and community members.
Systemically remove any "barriers" to parent participation, including: childcare;
language harriers; transportation; cultural differences.
Work with the Detroit community to conduct a thorough investigation into the
feasibility of supporting litigation that would challenge the current funding system
for the schools and detelmine whether it violates the State Constitution.
Undertake an equity and adequacy study to promote and substantiate the need for
legislative reform of current school funding systems.
Review the newly adopted DPS Contracting and Procurement Policy Manual,
(including guidelines for personal service agreements, all leases, competitive
bidding, Detroit Business subsidies, outsourcing and conflicts of interest.
Review and adopt for implementation, a vigorous and inclusive budget
development process with timelines for appropriate checks and balances by the
Board.
Review and adopt a line item budget for 2006.
Review and mandate immediate alignment of the District's Core Curriculum with
State Standards and Benchmarks, with No Child Left Behind Act, and with
Adequate Yearly Progress Expectations.
Authorize the empowerment of Internal Audit to conduct random audits of all
processes independent of Financial Department control.

Evaluate the impact of charter and private schools on the enrollment of students in
Detroit Public Schools.
Develop a policy statement that includes but is not limited to the Board's
definitive stand for public education; its position on Charter Schools; its specific
condemnation of the use of public funds for private education; and its total
support of educational options and choice for all of Detroit's children.
Require the development and implementation of performance evaluation systems
for every district employee; including the Board's procedure for the performance
review and evaluation of the General Superintendent.
Develop a vision of the optimal relationships between the schools and the
business community that accentuates the shared responsibility of each for
ensuring the success of the district as a whole and the future well-being of the city
and the entire community.

First Six Months*
W e rccommend that The Board, in cooperation with the Interim Superintendent

should:
Complete the Search and Select a General Superintendent.
Collaborate with parents and community members to develop and implement a
comprehensive ParentiCommunity Involvement Plan.
Jointly develop with parents and community a School - Parent Compact outlining
how parents, staff, community members and students share responsibility for
improved academic achievement.
Direct the Interim Superintendent to take immediate and necessary steps to
eliminate the current dysfunction of the Human Resources Department.
Direct the development of an employee manual outlining DPS policies,
procedures and protocols as well as a School District Telephone Directory.
Direct the Interim Superintendent to conduct an in-depth study of school staffing
formulas, especially as it relates to teacher service, assignment of Assistant
Principals, Social Workers, Guidance Counselors and Curriculum Support Staff,
and establish a process to correct the problems that currently exist.
Undertake an in-depth organizational review to determine the kind and level of
administrative support that is absolutely needed centrally and how the district can
redirect more administrative support directly to the schools.
Reconsider the effectiveness of the position of Executive Director, which does not
appear to be a good use of district funds at this time.
Require the Interim Superintendent to create a separate cabinet level position for
Labor Affairs reporting directly to the Superintendent.
Place under intense scrutiny, the use of retired DPS personnel as independent
contractors.
Establish a new office of DPS Real Estate Asset Management to oversee all
property-related activity.
Undertake an independent review of services currently being outsourced to
determine if each contract is in the best financial and operational interests of the
district.

Direct that school principals are provided school-based budgets to manage and arc
held accountable for managing their budgets.
Establish regular and on-going meetings with media leaders to discuss district
issues and begin the process of resolving issues of trust on both sides.
Identify and implement comprehensive communications and media relations
training for Board Members, exccutive administrators and other key staff
throughout the district.
Develop a policy that identifies the DistrictlBoard Spokesperson(s,) and specifics
how the district and the Board will respond to media concerns, requests for
information under the Freedom of Information Act, and news items in general.

First Year*
We recommend that the Board, in cooperation with the General Superintendent,
should:

Define and create a State-of-the-& Communications Department that is headed
by a Public RelationsICommunications Expert responsible for consolidating,
promoting and elevating the district's communications functions, including parent
relations, media affairs, survey research, employee communications, district level
fund-raising, alumni relations, marketing, public affairs, business partnerships,
student recruitmentlrealtor relations, videolprint and AV production, web-site
development, speech writing, and more.)
Identify excellent schools in the district for replication purposes.
Pursue avenues to createldevelop locations to house smaller learning
communities, especially high schools.
Develop a policy calling for the development and implementation of a Principal's
Assessment Center Process for the identification, training and selection of
qualified candidates for the principalship.
Develop a policy for extending the hours that all schools are open for
extracurricular programsiactivities and services - before school, in the afternoon,
evenings and on weekends. (Investigate the "Beacon Initiative Program, New
York City.)
Direct the General Superintendent to search and select an Information Technology
Czar to ensure student and staff access to the most current instructional and
information technology available.
Partner with corporate IT professionals to ensure that "E-leanling" is incorporated
into the district's foundation, and to invest in "digital learning" classrooms.
Develop a policy to involve community and corporate businesses in schools to
promote tutoring, mentoring, provide internships, scholarships and summer job
opportunities for Detroit students.
Delegate the development of a "talent" survey to determine parentlcommunity
talents and to develop a district "resources" bank.

*Note: These actions are not listed in anv i~rioritvordeu.

The Governor's

A- Transition Team

THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CHAPTER I: 1NTRODUCTION

.

A NEW BEGINNING.. "GOVERNANCE WITH A FOCUS ON
ACCOUNTABILITY, INTEGRITY AND RESPECT"

In November of 2004 the citizens of the city of Detroit voted to defeat Proposal E and to
return to a governance model that included a popularly elected school board and an appointed
Superintendent. Previous to this event Detroit Public Schools had been governed by a State
appointed Reform School Board from 2000 to 2005. In order to provide for the most
seamless transition possible back to the elected Board in January of 2005,Governor Jennifer
Granliolm appointcd a team of community, educational, businesses, and legislative leaders to
a Transition team for the purpose of making rccomrnendations to the newly elected Board
that would move the Detroit Public Schools in the direction of increased student achievement
and academic performance.

The Transition Team's Charge
The Transition Team began its work with the premise that: Deciding what really counts in
our schools is the first order of our educational mission. The second is to create the
conditions that are consistent with that mission. In that regard, the Team made a strong
commitment to ensure that the New Board begins with a clean slate, indeed, A New
Beginning.. ..with every benefit, to do this work with excellence.
The Team was governed by the following principles:
DPS and the elected School Board exist for the purpose of providing the best possible
education to the children of the City of Detroit.
DPS and the elected School Board must establish and maintain the t n ~ s of
t the parents
and the entire community whose taxes support the school system.
The City of Detroit is a "learner-centered community". The General Superintendent
is the community's first teacher, the parents are the company partners; the teachers
are the brokers of knowledge, the government, legal, business and media
communities are the facilitators of dreams; the elected School Board members are the
agents of change, and the children are the architects of their future.

Structure and Work of the Transition Team
The Transition Team consisted of 138 initial members. Each was asked to select a subcommittee assignment in one of the following core areas of responsibility within Dctroit
Public Schools:
Communications
Community and Parent Involvement
Curriculum Development
Finance
Future Directions
Governance
Human Resources
Information Technology
Legal Issues
A Steering Committee of 30 members guided the work of the sub-committees and met on a
monthly basis. In addition the general Transition team also niet monthly for two hours.
During the second hour of these meeting each of the sub-committees met to do their work.
The nine individual sub-committees met at their own discretion at times as often as twice a
month. Finally, the sub-committee co-chairs made reports to the community on a monthly
basis.

Purpose of the Report
In his book, "The Fifth Discipline," Peter Senge (1990) describes a learning community as
one in which people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire,
where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set
free. Central to the concept of a learning community is the notion that groups of people can
function together in extra-ordinary ways and achieve extraordinary results when they trust
one another, complement each other' limitations and have common goals that are larger than
individual goals.
The Transition Teams work has built upon Senge's notion in establishing the direction for
Detroit Public Schools as a "New Beginning". ...for a true learning community lead by the
Board and the administration and staff supported by the community. The team determined to
research the best practices available in each of the nine areas and to paint a vivid picture of
excellence for the new Board and community. Once the team painted that picture of
excellence, their plan called for moving forward to the extent possible, to gather data as to
how closely current practices mirrored the best practice. These became the findings.
Finally, the Team developed a set of Recommendations that close the gap between best
practice and the current state of the school district. Accompanying each recommendation is
an accountability framework that includes a timeline for action and responsible parties
designated.

Organization of the Report
The final report begins with letters of transmittal to Governor Granholm and to the Members
of the Detroit Board of Education from Reverend Anthony, on behalf of the Governor's
Transition Team for Detroit Public Schools. Listings of the Transition Team Steering
Committee and the full Team membership roster are followed by sincere acknowledgements
to persons and entities who were so gracious in their support and involvement. Next, readers
will find a succinct presentation of the report's key findings and recommendations in the
executive Abstract.
The Executive Summary contains a summarized version of the entire body of work found in
the nine independent reports of the Sub-Committees. Chapter 1 of the Executive Summary
includes the Introduction, History and Background, The Transition Team's Charge, and the
Purpose of the Report. Chapter 11 summarizes the results of the work of the nine subcommittees including best practices, key findings and recommendations. It should be noted
that a full report of the work of each of the nine sub-committees will be available to the
general public in individual booklet format. The report ends with a description of appendices
that are included in the sub-committee reports as well as a general Bibliography of the
resources and research support used by each time in the conduct of their work.

CHAPTER 11: A NEW BEGINNING.. .
"CLAIMING VICTORY FOR OUR STUDENTS AND RESPECT FOR OUR SCHOOLS"

The momentum to change the way we do business in the Detroit Public Schools has
reached an all time high. From the State House to the School House, and every
community household in between, we want to do it right, because we know the children
and our future depends upon it.
Margaret Mead (1901-1978) an American antluopologist, known for her studies of how
culture, not biology, determines human behavior, predicted that we are now at a point
where we must educate today's children in what no one knew yesterday; and prepare our
schools for what no one knorvs yet.
The Transition Team believes that our schools will be transformed when they are able to
help students achieve mastery of essential skills, explore unlimited areas of knowledge
and demonstrate that they
Know how to think critically;
Can make excellent life choices when they are away from school; and
Can set goals for the future and develop a plan to achieve them.
The work of our schools is challenging, some might add, daunting. What matters is that
we take the risks and give it our best. After all, the children are our future.
The following pages represent the thoughtful, able, conscience-driven work of the
members of the Governor's Transition Team. The members, representing nine subcommittees, volunteered their after-work, before-day, and a great deal of their additional
personal time in between, to accomplish the Team's goals and objectives. They used
their personal resources and directed their personal commitment to the development of
this report as a useful work product.
Executive summaries of each report's best practices, findings and recommendations in
the areas of Communications, Community and Parent Involvement, Curriculum
Development, Finance, Future Directions, Governance, Human Resources, Information
Technology and Legal Issues, follow. Copies, of each sub committee report in its
entirety, are available.

SUMMARY REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATIONS

.

A NEW BEGINNING.. "GETTING THE STORY RIGHT THE FIRST
TIME"
The Committee began its work by adopting the emphatic belief that meaningful and
positive schoolicom~nunityrelationships grow from timely, clear, consistent and honest
two-way communications that seek to involve all internal and external groups. The goal
of the Committee is to provide a "new vision" of the essential relationship that must exist
between the Detroit Public Schools and the community that it serves and to propose the
creation and support of a new Community Relations ethic within the district.
The content areas covered in the report include:
Meaningful school-home relationships and parental involvement;
Clear, consistent, timely and well-articulated communication of district
and school plans, programs and priorities;
Strategic - not reactionary - media, legislative and community relations.
Often-underutilized resources in the realms of cable television, web site,
broadcast email;
the need to exploit the full range of communications mechanisms during
times of both growth and crisis; and
the utterly essential emphasis that the district leadership must place on
communications in all facets of their behavior.

The Findings:
The Communications Committee found that, as the Detroit Public Schools embarks on its
"new beginning" with respect to its organizational and govcmance structures, it must
embrace the critically important need for effective communications by placing the role of
true and meaningful public relations in a primary and central position.
The District and the Detroit print and electronic media outlets do 1101 trust each
other.
The District does not place a high priority on telling its own stories "right, the
first time," or demanding the same from the media.
The District does not let the media know, publicly, its displeasure each time they
exploit children rather than "conditions."
The District Communications Department lacks the people and materials needed
to maintain clear, consistent, timely and well-articulated community, media and
legislative relations.

The Recommendations:

A new district action plan that places primary emphasis on specific Community
Relations programming that is planned, produced and available to parents, the
schools and the general public, sometimes live, sometimes in print and
sometin~eselectronically, but always on a regular basis.

Selection criteria for a new Superintendent should contain a major emphasis on
the candidates' professional preparation, capacity and experience in
communicating, not only with parents, staff and the community but with various
publics in general; in relationships with the Media; and, the level of importance
the candidate places on School District Public Relations/Communications.
A new organizational structure for the district's Communications Department
that aligns, under one senior Cabinet level officer, the roles of:
Communications
Community Relations
Parent Relations
Survcv Research
Employee Communications
DevelopmentIFund RaisingAlumni Rclations/Com~nunications

Marketing
Public Affairs
Business Partnerships
Student RecruitmentIRealtor Relations
StatelFederal Legislative Relations
VideoiPrint and AV Production
Web-Site Develop~nentlCoordination

The conduct of an audit of all current positions impacting any of the above areas
to determine the actual cost to the district and any cost savings and benefits to he
realized from consolidating the functions under one structure.
An increase in the financial and human resources allocated to the
Communications function that will pave the way for DPS Lo have a chance at
competing for its rightful share of public attention in the communicat~onsmarket.
A thoughtful review of the analysis and report of the Council of Great Cities
Schools with respect to the data and trends among successful communications
programs in the nation's large urban school district.
The district has come a long way towards the development and in~plementationof some
outstanding communications programs that are complimentary and strategically placed,
and most often initiatedior conducted by the Superintendent, including:
Press briefings
Web site enhancements
District print and electronic newsletters
Advertising by print, electronic, billboards, direct mail, ctc.
Regular meetings with special interest groups, i.e., parents, principals, business,
community, faith-based, and governmental.
The Communications Committce recommends
complementary, overlapping and robust including:

enhancements

that

are

more

Strategic and effective inedia relations that promote regular briefings to fully
infonn the media about current and anticipated issues and events as well as "call
briefings" for breaking news.

The Mediu should never have to "chuse down district stories" or request information
under the Freedon1 of Irzjormation Act. The district should give the Media every
,,
opportunit?/to "get the stoty right the first time.
Partnerships to develop local access television programming on Channels 22 or
10 such as:

- Regularly televised district-wide parent group meetings;
- Ongoing parent and student forums; and
- Regular and specially targeted business and professional

-

developmentltraining workshops, e.g., distance learning, networkinglskills
sharing, skill development and certification training for all members of the
learner-centered Detroit Community.
Regular staff presentations;
Student programming and presentations;
Realtor presentations and tours;
Tools to reach Seniors and others without school-age children;
Alumni identification and communication.

Finally, the Communications Committee and Transition Team Leadership facilitated a
well attended, participatory Media Conference on August 22, 2005 that attracted the
leadership of nearly all of Detroit's major electronic and print media outlets.
The results of the dialogue confirmed and sustained the committee's direction and,
frankly, painted a decline in the Communications Ethic over a five-year period. The
following represents a partial summary of the issues that surfaced as needing the critical
and imniediate attention by the leadership of the Detroit Public Schools:
Sustained Communications with the Media:
A summit level meeting with the city's Media Leaders should be planned and
implemented as one of the new Board's first orders of business.
A consultant should be engaged to facilitate a regular, and on-going, open
dialogue with media leaders on the long-standing, pervasive, lack of trust issue,
on both sides;
Minimally, monthly or quarterly briefings;
Ongoing contact, especially in anticipation of stories, issues, events or breaking
news;
r
Opportunities for "candor," for "heads up" and "off-the-record" conversations;
Time to discuss and explain co~nplexissues and the impact of a particular "spin"
on the children, the parents or the members of the con~munityin general;
Bringing in the experts to improve the competencies, sensitivities and human
relations skills on both sides.
Role of Administrators in Communications:
Communications training for executive staff, principals and middle managers;
Clearly defined boundaries for Media communications throughout the district;
No retribution for mistakes;

Seek ways to understand, and address the cynicism that seems to pervade both
staff and the media.

Avoid the Bunker Mentality:
=

Openness must be maintained over time;
Avoid "shutting down" during a potentially bad story; the shaping of such a story
can bccome very complex, very detrimental, very quickly, but with opportunities
to "weigh in" on what's best for the city, our community, the schools, our
families, the children, might help to mitigate the outcome;
Return phone calls and no stallirzg; the initial phone call and the timely reaction to
it, is often the most critical.

Positive Media Opportunities:
Continue the current programs, but be creative, think of some new ways to tell the story
of Detroit and its Public School System:
Highlight and celebrate graduates, valedictorians and winners (initiated by the
television media);
Opening of New Schools;
Alumni Testimonials;
Themes at all schools.
Staff
The Media recommended a much more clearly defined and elevated role for the district's
Con~nlunicationsstaff:
Prominent Cabinet level presence;
The leader must have access to the latest, accurate information and answers to the
questions, and is a trusted, worthy spokesperson for the Superintendent and the
Board;
News releases, advisories, announcements and phone calls must multiply
exponentially;
Relationship-building and recognition with media "station" management is key;
Strong leadership and public presence are primary attributes.

The Trust Factor
Media Leaders admitted to, and the Committee concurred with, the lack of trust (between
the media and the district) that has escalated and become somewhat harmful in recent
years. They expressed a deep and abiding interest in restoring trust and "a new
beginning" including:
Creating opportunities to dialogue such as this Conference;
Participating in Trust-Building and Developing Training;
Keeping the commitment to make improvements;
Expecting a follow-up to this conference with the new Board and Superintendent.

SUMMARY REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

.

A NEW BEGINNING.. "PROPOSING ENTERPRISING CURRICULUMS FOR
TURNING OUR SCHOOLS INTO ACHIEVEMENT SYSTEMS"
The goal of the Curriculum Development Committcc was to review and research the
current Detroit Public Schools (DPS) core curriculum in order to determine strategies that
will bring about innovative approaches to learning for all students.
To perform its work, the committee utilized several strategies including: interviews with
Detroit Public Schools administrators and staff; review of DPS documents; readings on
national best practices and consultations with Wayne State University staff in the College
of Education.
The Curriculum is the force that drives the Detroit Public School system. It is critically
important that the system embraces the philosophy that "Education is a Community
Service" that will improve the quality of life within the community, throughout the state
and into the global "learning community."
Central to this concept of a learning community is the notion that groups of people can
function in extraordinary ways and achieve extraordinary results when they trust one
another, complement each other's limitations and have common goals that are larger than
any individual goals.
Clearly there are many schools in the district that are achieving the kind of "extraordinary
results" to which we refer. However, there are also many that are floundering in their
efforts to create the results they truly desire.
This committee suggests that until we start with the students, developing a clear and
specific identification of their needs and creating the methods for transforming our
schools and the curriculum to respond to those needs, we will continue to see low
perfomling, ineffective schools that producc students who are unprepared for their roles
in life.
The following discussion places students at the top of the list on curriculum development
and innovation issues for the 21" Century and beyond.

The Starting Point For Our Students: Engineering Their Own Learning
It is no secret that the most powerful learning comes from direct experience. Indeed, we
learn eating, crawling, walking, and communicating through direct trial and error through taking an action and seeing the consequences of that action: then taking a new
and different action.

Powerful learning does not come from sitting in rows, listening to the lecture, taking
notes, receiving the questions, reciting the answers, and passing the test, or not . . . and
then moving on to the next subject, or starting again, from the beginning.
No one knows this better than our students; and they let us know how they feel about our
schools and classrooms every time they pass through those portals with their back packs
full of everything except books, the serious questions they really want to ask on "lockdown," their curiosity stifled, their pants hung low, their lockers full of "make-up" and
junk food, their minds on dreams, their attitudes on over-drive and with their manners left
at home.
We claim that we want every child to learn - but we promote children who haven't and
we hold the children and their parents, not tlzeir teachers and their principals,
accountable for that. We claim we want academic achievement from all of our students but we place teachers in schools based on seniority rather than merit and we don't require
them to improve or leave the profession when their students fail.
Unfortunately, these actions, that we tend to take in today's schools, are focused on the
moralc and welfare of adults rather than on the academic, social, and emotional needs of
children.
What really counts in schools is teaching children that the exploration of ideas is
sometimes difficult, often exciting and occasionally fun. If our educators start with that
premise, they will find it very difficult to hand over the control of curriculum content and
development to textbook publishers, and the establishment of individualized lesson
plans, specific, attainable performance goals and achievement standards to testdevelopers.
So what is our 21" Century and beyond paradigm for optimal student learning in the
Achievement System that is Detroit Public Schools. It begins with a recognition that
children of the future must be taught in curriculums that require them to explore on their
own, the kinds of critical skills they are able to employ on tasks outside classrooms, and
the strength of their curiosity in pursuing the issues they will inevitably encounter in the
course of their lives. Indeed, a much better future index for school achievement, than
standardized test scores, is the level and quality of the conversations children engage in
away from their classrooms.
The Curriculum of the future must help children to learn how to formulate their own
problems, to design the tactics and strategies to solve them. In schools today, teachers
place great emphasis on setting tasks for students and expecting them to pursue them.
They call these tasks, "assignments." They emanate from the teachers and are directed to
students.

Some writers (Apple 1982) have referred to this process as a process of "deskilling."
What is deskilled, when such a process dominates classrooms and schools, is the child's
ability to assume responsibility for the aims as well as the means he or she might employ
in dealing with them. Since in the course of life, the ability to conceptualize what is
problematic and to fornlulate interesting questions and useful answers is fundamental, it
does not seem unreasonable that school should be places in which students could practice
such skills.
In the final analysis, we believe that the kinds of questions students can formulate is as
important an educational outcome - perhaps even more so - as how well they can
converge upon the correct answers that populate our textbooks.
Multiple Forms of Literacy
Literacy is typically thought of as the ability to read, write and compute, and it surely
does include such skills. Nevertheless, for the future, and in our classrooms, literacy
must be conceptualized in broader ways, including the ability to encode or decode
meaning in any of the forms used in our culture to represent meaning.
Not everything that we want to say can be said in language. Not everything we want to
convey can be reported in number. The moral here for school programs is clear: those
that neglect or marginalize the fine arts, for example, embrace an educational policy
guaranteed to graduate students who are semi-literate.
At present our schools are embarked on a set of educational priorities that are both
narrow and shortsighted. They are thinking about literacy in the tightest, most
constipated of tenns. We need a more generous conception of what it means "to know"
and a wider conception of the sources of human understanding.
The poet, the painter, the composer, the playwright, as well as the physicist, the chemist,
the botanist, the astronomer, have something to teach us. Paying adequate attention to
such forms of understanding in schools is the best way to make them a meaningful part of
our students' intellectual lives.
Of course, while curriculum innovation is under development, the district must continue
its efforts to strengthen student learning in the four core areas of instruction:
Mathematics, ReadingiLanguage Arts, Science and Social Studies. The Superintendent
and staff have a responsibilily to ensure that the curriculum is uniformly implemented
throughout the district, in every school and in every classroom. Clearly, a strong,
innovative and uniformly implemented curriculum is one of the key components in any
school community's plan to better compete, for its student population, with the private
and charter schools that are just waiting in the wings, for the opportunity to enroll them.
The Findings
a

DPS lacks uniform implementation of the district-wide curriculum in the four
core areas;

-

=

There is a failure to infuse the Board approved and adopted African-Centered
curriculum, school by school across the district;
Throughout Detroit Schools, there are pockets of excellence and pockets of
challenge - schools that are achieving extraordinary results and schools that are
floundering in their efforts.
Detroit students are still sitting in rows, listening to lectures, taking notes,
receiving questions, reciting answers, passing tests . . . or not, and then moving on
to the next subject and starting again from the beginning.
The Detroit Public School curriculum is not aligned at all levels and across all
subject areas with the State Standards and Bellch~narksand with national No
Child Left Behind (NC1.B) expectations.
Too Inany DPS schools have failed to meet Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) and
NCLB expectations.
Principals are playing a diminished role in the leadership of their buildings.
The Chief Academic Officer appears to play a greater role in operational matters
than in curriculum development, design, innovation, implementatio~i and
assessment.
Enrollment and programs for adult education have steadily declined over the
years of the refomi Board and leadership;
Support for overage, emancipated, and other students in need of lion-traditional
school structures/scheduling has waned;
Principals and teachers 110 longer have input in the selection of curriculum
materials or vendors; "text-book selection committees" are a thing of the past;
There are an increased number of standardized tests that reduces sustained
leanling time, creating a constant classroo~nenvironment of preparing to test or
taking the test;
Similarly, there are few tests that measure and acknowledge the aptitude and
extremely high levels of skill development among Detroit students who are gifted
in areas other than Reading, Writing, and Computing;
The District has not yet fostered a process that allows Parents and the Community
to partner with it to develop andlor implement innovative curriculum choices; and
There are no specific requirements for the inclusion of special needs students in
Fine Arts programs.

The Recommendations
The Chief Academic Oflicer must undertake a system wide review of the status of
uniform implementation of the District's curriculum, school by school and report
such findings to the Superintendent for the purpose of updating the new Board;
The district should refocus its priority and strengthen its commitment and
resources to support full implementation of African-Centered Education across
the district;
If excellent schools exist in the district, they can be replicated. Stronger efforts
are needed to use "good schools" as models.
Children of the 21S'Century must be taught in curriculums that require them to
explore on their own, the questions they have and the critical skills they will need

in order to build their rutures and make a good living; and by teachers who act
less as lecturers and more as coaches and resource providers.
The curriculum must he aligned, especially in the four core areas of instruction Mathematics, ReadingILanguage Arts, Science and Social Studies -with the State
Standards and Benchmarks, with NCLB and AYP expectations.
Quality principals must be hired through a standardized assessmentltraining
process and given the right to lead uniformly throughout the district.
The district must ensure that operational matters are handled so that the Chief
Acade~uicOfficer is free to focus on curriculum development, innovations and
improving thc quality of teaching and learning.
Vocational cducation programs should be developed for students in Grades 6-12
across the district in order to develop and hone skills for the 21S' Century
workplace;
In light of the data 011 obesity, and the health and nutrition of Michigan's children,
Health and Physical Education should be elevated, in the curriculum, to core
subject status across the district;
The district must undertake to develop and prepare all schools and classrooms for
digital learning readiness;
The district should undertake immediately a process to determine how to
transform our schools into smaller learning communities;
All district pre-school programs and general education curriculum programs, (i.e.,
Fine and communication Arts, Music and VocationallTechnical choices) must be
specifically programmed for access by special needs students;
The district should continue implementation of the Open Court Reading Program
but only if all of the vecor?~mendedcomponents (we provided to evely school and
classroom, including materials and training;
The members of the corporate, business, cultural, medical, and legal communities
as well as other public service groups and organizations must work with the
school district to develop partnerships and to adopt schools of their choice or
schools that are structured around a related theme.
The school district should initiate the development of a curriculum plan that
involves of the "learner-centered community" in creating a curriculum of real life
experiences for students that occurs out in thc city's "corridors of learning" (i.e.,
the medical center, the financial triangle, the courts, in the cultural center, etc.)
that exist outside of the school and its classrooms; and
The district should initiate the development of curriculun~s that strengthen,
promote and assess multiple forms of literacy among our students. This should
lead to different new forms and additional standards of student achievement that
will allow more of our students to experience the rewards of success.
'The Committee is confident of a "New Beginning. . ." in which our leaders will spark
learning, our schools will improve, our students will achieve, our attendance rates will
soar, student enrollment will increase, the parents and community will play their parts,
and the Public School District of the City of Detroit will take its place among schools,
both public, private, or charter across this state, that deliver a quality education to a
conlmunity of learners.

SUMMARY REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY AND PARENT
INVOLVEMENT

.

A NEW BEGINNING.. "BALANCING THE SCALES PARENTS + COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT = DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SUCCESS"

Raising a child is tough. So is educating a child. Nevertheless, thirty years of research
clearly shows that, regardless of the economic, racial, or cultural background of the
family, when parents are partners in their children's education, the results are improved
student achievement, better school attendance, reduced dropout rates, and decreased
delinquency.
Building community confidence requires developing and maintaining powerful parent
and community partnerships. There are many reasons for developing school, family and
community partnerships. They can improve school programs and school climate, provide
family services and support, increase parents' skills and leadership, connect families with
others in the school and the community and help teachers with their work.
However, the main reason to create such partnerships is to help all youngsters to succeed
in school and in life. When families are involved, students hear common messages from
home and school about the importance of attending school, staying in school, and
working hard as a student.
To reach their full potential, students need parents and the community to take an active
role in their education. The challenge requires a major strategic commitment that
involves placing parent/community involvement at the top of the district and the board's
agenda.
The Committee on Community and Parent Involvement began its work by identifying
three areas of challenge and priority:
Satisfaction
Outreach
Safety

Satisfaction
The Role of the Parents in Schools
The basic obligations of parents include helping ready their children to learn at all ages
by keeping them healthy and by supervising, disciplining and guiding them; helping their
children feel good about themselves and confident with others; and teaching them a
positive attitude about learning and school.

However, the Committee on Community and Parent Involvement expects far more of,
and for, Detroit Parents. In that regard, the Michigan School Code already states that, "It
is the natural, fundamental right of parents and legal guardians to determine and direct
the care, teaching and education of their children.
Moreover, the committee asserts that in order for parents to take their rightful places, and
to be effective at it, there is one thing to which parents must adhere.
Effective parents and the community must read everything. They must read all district
newsletters. They must read local news and legislative happenings at the local, state and
national levels. They must read their children's eyes, their non-verbal language, the
decisions they make outside ofschool, and of course, their homework and report cards.
Therefore, in order to make real change in our schools, parents must be directly involved
in the education of their children. In order to sustain this involvement, there must be
support from the schools, community, business and governments.
In order to connect schools with parents, schools can:
Encourage families and teachers to establish learning compacts. Compacts define
the goals, expectations, and shared responsibilities of schools and parents as equal
partners in the student success. It is a given, that such compacts must be simply
written in English, or the native language of the parents involved.
Train school staff. Good schools value parental involvement and reach out to
parents.
Design homework that engages parents in the process
Give parents a voice in decisions about goals and standards for their children and
their schools.
Extend school hours to allow students and families to engage in recreational and
learning activities and provide adult education programs and training in parenting.
Create parent resource centers in set aside areas of the school that invite parents to
share their parenting experiences with other parents and to work with teachers and
other school staff on school concerns.
Help parents plan learning activities at home including talking and listening to
each other, playing games, reading, going on trips, visiting museums, telling
stories, singing and working on homework; such activities help children connect
family learning to school learning.

Teach parents to participate in Governance and Advocacy by creating
opportunities for parents to help make decisions in the school through parent
groups, building leadership teams and other local school organizations; and to
work for school improvement at the district, state, and national level.
Develop Community Collaborations by inviting citizens in comn~unityagencies,
businesses, service groups, cultural organizations, governmental units, faith
communities, and other groups to work together with schools in the best interests
of student learning.
Findings
The committee found that:
There is no significant survey that routinely surveys parent satisfaction with the
School District, the School Board and the Superintendent.
Although parent resource centers are not found in every school, there is an
effective one, centrally located, in the Welcome Center for Detroit Public
Schools.
Parents and the Community have waged unsuccessfully to extend school hours in
every school.
Based upon the results of the Committee developed and administered survey of
more than 500 parents and their students:
32% parents are not satisfied with the condition of their child's school
27% parents are not satisfied with their child's education.
76% parents feel uniforms should be required from K-12.
36% students feel their school is clean.
37% students feel their learning environment is good.
52% students are not involved in after school activities.
There appears to be a lack of good, consistent coinmunication from DPS, between
and among parents, the community and district staff.
There are insufficient parent education services that provide support to parents in
their role as their children's first teacher.
There are insufficient family support services that address the "stressors"
impairing the ability of families to nurture and support the healthy development of
their children.

Recommendations
Parents in Detroit Public Schools should be viewed as the "custodians of the
school" - they should be groomed to become firm, fair leaders that can articulate
and direct other parents and people, in gencral, to the "right messages about our
schools and schooling, the first time."
Break down barriers and establish trust by reaching out to families through home
visits. A "home visitor" program" that can operate much like a combined
"traveling familylneighborhood welcome/support team" made up of parents,
school staff and community members can be planned and implemented using
district and community resources and support.
Effective parents should be assigned to an "advisory board" (of parents and
community members) to the new Board.
Every school should create a parent resource center in the school so that parents
may participate in parent effectiveness training programs, mentor other parents,
and be present to assist administrators and teachers with ideas, discussions, and
decision-making about school and student needs.
The new school board and the administration, with parent and community
illvolvement should develop a policy for the extension of school hours - before
school, in the afternoons, evenings and on weekends - in every school.
Parents with documented local experience and training should be identified and
tapped for involvement at the district level. They should become part of the core
group of responsible advocates for other parents and children district-wide.
Effective parents should sit on interview teams to hclp select teachers and
principals for their schools. They should participate in routine perception ratings
of teachers' and principals' effectiveness in communicating and interacting, in
human relations skills, and the extent to which they motivate student learning.

Outreach
Communities Connecting Parents and Schools
Parents are no longer just supporters in the traditional role of fundraising for the school
and attending open house or school performances. They have become advocates,
decision makers, classroom volunteers, learners, paid paraprofessionals, and supporters
of activities.
Communities can support the connections between families and schools in many ways,
including:

Community businesses and corporate structures can contribute to the education of
our next generation through tutoring, mentoring, and "adoption" programs i.e.,
internships, scholarships, and summer job opportunities.
They can play a role in supporting the development of children and their families
by providing services such as child care, after school programs, assistance with
homework, parenting education programs, youth and family counseling programs,
career counseling, and holding civic group meetings where education officials can
address school policies, issues and actions.
And of critical importance, they can support flexible scheduling time at work and
special programs for working parenis to participate in their children's schooling.
"Bring your child to work" days can reinforce what is taught in the school with
real on-the-job skills.
Now, because the relationship is reciprocal, the school also can become a resource for
families and community members. Comn~unity meetings, adult education, local
theatrical productions, health screening, candidate nights, physical fitness classes all
legitimate uses of school facilities, and all contribute to the well-being of the community.
-

Findings
Most often it is not the lack of interest that keeps the community away from
becoming involved in the education of children.
The results of interviews with Detroit parents and community members indicated
that some Detroit schools do a poor job of reaching out to parents and the
community. Many were candid in their observations that they don't understand,
don't know the system, don't know how to be involved and are not certain who to
call for answers.
Working Parents are seldom available during the time school functions are
scheduled.
Sometimes there are language and cultural differences, a lack of transportation or
childcare that keeps parents and the community from participating in school
events.
Detroit Public Schools that have businesslconimunity partnerships appear to be,
for the most part, self-initiated by assertive principals and detennined community
establishments. There appears to be no district policy or procedures that
encourage system-wide implementation plans, school by school.
Schools that provide their communities a variety of services enjoy a deservedly
better reputation. They also are much more likely to have bond issues approved.

Recommendations

*

Effective parents and the community should read everything. They should read
all district newsletters. They should read local news and legislative happenings at
the local, state and national levels. They read their children's eyes, their nonverbal language, the decisions they make outside of school, and of course, their
homework und report cards.
Reach out to students. When students participate in the decision-making
process, they are more likely to support the decisions that arc made. Therefore,
actively involve them in making decisions about school policies and programs
that affect them.
Effective parents and community members in Detroit Public Schools should be
"Patriot Missiles." They must be outspoken when it comes to blocking negative
news about our schools, our children and our staff. They must be passionate in
their defense of the district's rights to have equitable resources, fair funding, and
equal access
The new board and superintendent must be flexible when scheduling meetings,
conferences, visitations and observations with parents and community members.
A "talent" survey should
parent/conimunity talents.

be

conducted to

determine the

array of

Workshops and seminars should be developed and implemented for parent and
community members on leadership and organizational skills.
Remove "barriers" to parent participation, including:
-

Childcare: provide an available room in the school and hire responsible
students to baby-sit;
Language barriers: always have translated versions of materials, printed in
English, available for the non-English speaking parent populations
Cultural differences: arrange for an interpreter at meetings and
conferences;
Transportation: hold small group meetings in a community center or other
safe, convenient places; and arrange for car pools or walk pools;

-

Feelings of fearlintimidation: post welcome signs in all languages around
the school; create a welcome room for parents; arrange for parent
involvement training for staff.

ParentsiCommnnity Play Key Roles in Creating Clean, Safe and Orderly Schools.
The public schools of the State of Michigan serve the needs of students by cooperating
with their parents and legal guardians to develop the student's intellectual capabilities and
vocational skills in a safe and positive environment.
Because parents and the community want, first and foremost, schools that are safe and
that treat children with care, understanding and fairness, thinking of the school and the
community as an extended family can help to create that safe and positive school climate.
Students learn best and achieve their full potential in safe and orderly schools. According
to the Bureau of Justice statistics:

4 out of 10 public school students indicated that the behavior of other students in
their school interferes with their perfonnance; and
Students, aged 12 through 18 were victinis of more than 2.7 million crimes at
school.
These are staggering statistics that must not go unheeded. As indicated in the previous
discussions, communities offer a wide range of resources that are valuable to schools and
the families they serve. These resources include people who volunteer their time in the
school, organizations that offer enrichment opportunities, businesses that offer careerrelated information and workplace experiences, agencies that provide various social
services for students and families.
But, there is at least one more resource of critical importance to the system of
sclioollcommunities across the entire city of Detroit. That is the community's ability to
influence the safety and security of its children and families. The community has the
capacity to be the "eyes and ears" of the surrounding streets and walk zones as well as in
alleys and vacant buildings, when children and neighbors are out and about.
We owe our students, their families and the community the opportunity to go to school
where:
a
Conditions are safe in student walk zones;
Students can learn, and their teachers can teach in a welcoming environment that
is free from intimidation, interruptions and violence;
The educational climate fosters a spirit of acceptance and care for all students,
with zero tolerance for bullying and discrimination of any kind;
Behavior expectations are clearly communicated, consistently enforced and
uniformlylfairly applied; and
Students, their families and community members have choices of activities,
before, during and after school.

The Parent and Con~munityInvolvement Committee survey of more tha11 500 Detroit
parents, students and community members produccd the following findings and
recommendations with respect to safety.

Findings
23% parents felt their child's school environtnent was not safe; another 18%
felt it was "somewhat safe;"
23% parents felt their child's school building was not safe; another 23% felt it
was "somewhat safe;"
66% students felt their learning environment was very good or somewhat
good; another 29 % felt it was not so good or needed improvement.

25% parents were aware of gang violence at their child's school;
39% students felt safe at school; another 34% of them felt "not so safe" or that
there needs to be "improvement" in school safety;
27% parents indicated they were satisfied with the condition of their child's
school; 41% were somewhat satisfied; and 32% were not at all satisfied.
52% students do not participate in after school activities.

Recommendations
Students should participate in school safety efforts. This promotes responsible
student development and maturity, enabling them to be part of the solution rather
than being perceived as part of the problem;
Involve students in planning and managing student events and improvement
projects;
Create school/cornmunity projects around the city that promote ownership and
school pride;
Provide students, staff and comtnunity members with toll-free anonymous tip
lines for reporting weapons, threats, safety concerns and criminal activity;
Redesign every Detroit school facility to eliminate dark, secluded, and
unsupervised spaces
Establish, with student input, an engaging system of extracurricular programs and
services.

SUMMARY REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

.

"A NEW BEGINNING.. CREATING THE CONDITIONS FOR SOUND
BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS PRACTICES"

The goal of the Finance Committee is to provide best practices to the new superintendent
and school board which establish a foundation for opcn, inclusive, ethical, and cost
effective governance with the primary intent of educating Detroit students.
The content areas covered include:

An independent evaluation of thc Detroit Public Schools (DPS) to gain public
confidence and trust;
Procurement practices;
Spccial education and "at-risk" funding; and
Small high schools.
The Finance Committee retained MGT of America (MGT), based upon their
qualifications and national perspective, to provide an independent diagnostic of DPS
management and operations in three discrete areas: planning and budgeting; financial
management; and purchasing. MGT has conducted management and performance
reviews of 16 of the largest 25 school districts in the country. The new school board and
superintendent should carefully consider their input as to best practices.
The procurement process needs to address "blocking and tackling" issues. The Finance
Committee suggests DPS implement the following: a line item budget with input from
principals and teachers; withhold support of future bond issues until guidelines, controls
and penalties are established; utilized the DPS Procurement Policy and Procedure
Manual; and create an Ethics Advisory Committee.
As a result of the demographic trends, the district's proportion of special education and
at-risk students is increasing. In order to address this concern the DPS should: ensure
adequate funding for the costs of educating this student population; develop consistent
special education operational procedures; and increase student application for federal and
state supplemental funding.
The Finance Committee recolnrnends opening sinall high schools (400-500 studcnts) as
part of a strategy to improve academic performance. Studies indicate that small high
schools create a more nurturing learning environment. DPS should evaluate thc
appropriateness of its existing real estate assets and utilize state resources within the
education component of Jobs Today to fund renovations.

MGT Independent Evaluation
The current financial position being faced by DPS is the result of a management
breakdown. The lack of checks and balances provided by a Board of Education assisted
in this breakdown as there was no longer any process in place to provide effective
oversight regarding financial activities. The laudable goal of providing improved
educational programs became the focus of the organization and the availability of the
rcsources to fund these activitics became an after thought.
The findings identified in this report represent some of the more obvious issues that could
be determined in a diagnostic assessment. The nature of these findings, almost all of
which reflect a fundamental inability to establish and maintain sound management
principles, indicate that there will be numerous analogous situations that have not been
identified in this report.
The lack of an effective budget development process and the absence of a budget
document are at the heart of the difficulties currently being faccd by DPS. The problems
have been co~npoundedby the lack of a long-term perspective, and the inability to
recognize that the use of fund balance and resources from the sale of real property would
not allow DPS to continue spending at the level that had been established.
With the 15-year payback of the $213 million note, DPS will be paying the price for the
current lack of budget discipline and effective internal procedures wcll into the future.
The capacity to manage has been present: there is a sound financial system in place and
the staff of the Finance Department understands their role, but without a formal budget
document and a structured public financial reporting process (along with consequences),
DPS may have some effective, innovative programs with no way to finance them in the
fulurc.
It is necessary to establish a management approach that will provide DPS with a
mechanism to downsize the organizatioi~over time as the student emollment continues to
decline. This will require i~nplen~entation
of the recommendations in this report, as a
minimum, along with a decision-making process that allows the input of internal and
external stakeholders.

Recommendations
The thirty-one rccomrnendations made by MGT in the diabmostic financial assessment
report follow:
Undertake an in-depth study to determine compliance with school staffing
formulas for both the 2003-04 and 2004-05 fiscal years to determine how these
circumstances occurred, and establish a process to correct the problem.
Transfer responsibility for the management of the position control system to the
Budget Office.

Review the payroll records for all retired teachers and other en~ployeesretained
by DPS for the 2003-04 and 2004-05 fiscal years to assure that the compensation
paid has been consistent with the Letters of Understanding between DPS and DFT
(as well as other unions); perform a similar review of purchased services contracts
to identify any retired teachers or other former employees that are filling positions
in DPS, but are being compensated as consultants; and evaluate any other unique
employment arrangements that fail to comply with DPS policies and letters of
understanding.
Review the impact of the building substitute model to determine if it has had a
positive financial and operational impact on DPS.
Undertake an in-depth organizational review to determine how DPS can reduce
the number of central office administrators to be more in line with the average
number of central office administrators in the peer school districts.
Establish a formal process whereby the overall revenue position of DPS and the
expenditure position of each department and the overall school-based programs
are projected on a monthly basis for the 2005-06 fiscal year.
Reassess the office space needs for DPS and evaluate options that should result in
a reduction in the spaces currently being leased or the possibility of a major
relocation of the central office.
Review the process and evaluation associated with the decision to sell the
previous administrative facilities and enter into the current condominium and
lease arrangements to determine if the savings identified for the General Fund
have been achieved.
Explore the potential for establishing an early retirement program for noncertificated DPS employees.
Ensure that the budget for special education complies with the IDEA maintenance
of effort requirements, assume that the 2005-06 budget will be developed to meet
current compliance guidelines, and that the budget will be expended during the
2005-06 fiscal year.
Undertake a detailed review of the effectiveness of the provision of textbooks for
students to take home and the costs associated with the two-textbook program to
include the initial cost of the additional textbooks as well as the number of books
that have been lost with no cost recovery to DPS.
Analyze the manner in which payroll information is processed and contact other
PeopleSoft users in large school districts to determine how they process the
payroll with significantly fewer employees.
Review the circumstances that led to the increase in expenditures and the need for
issuance of a note to assure a positive fund balance in the Food Services Fund.
Establish the Food Services Fund as an Enterprise Fund, and allocate all costs
required to support the program to this fund with an expectation that the fund will
be operated in a manner that will allow the program to be financially successful as
an Enterprise Fund.
Develop a formal facilities management planning document that includes a
separate page for each school, and identifies surplus properties owned by DPS.
Establish the Print Shop operation as an Internal Service Fund.

Complete an inventory of copiers throughout DPS to include the current contracts,
and create a process to establish the provision of copier services within the
Printing Internal Service Fund.
Establish the Technology Services Department as an Internal Service Fund.
Evaluate the potential for the implementation of the Internal Service Fund concept
in areas beyond printing, copiers, and technology.
Complete an inventory of vending machines througl~out DPS and develop a
Request for Proposal(s) for one vendor to provide exclusive vending machine
services with the resources received earmarked to be used to increase the fund
balance of the General Fund.
Undertake an independent review of the services currently being outsourced to
determine if each of these contracts is still in the best financial and operational
interests of DPS.
Evaluate the possibility of using the student transportation system to transport
mail among DPS schools and central office locations.
Develop a formal budget document that includes revenue information as well as
the number of authorized positions and expenditure data for the prior year, the
budgeted and estimated amounts for the current year, and the proposed budget
amounts for the year of the budget.
Undertake a formal analysis, under the direction of the Budget Office, for all
major budget reductions, to ensure that both the operational and fiscal impacts of
budget reductions are identified.
Ensure that principals are provided school-based budgets to manage, and are held
accountable for managing their budgets.
Review the process that led to an overestimate of revenue from the State Aid
Foundation to determine how the revenue estimates for this revenue source were
overestimated by $20 million for both the 2002-03 and 2003-04 fiscal years.
Establish a process whereby principals are involved in the evaluation of the
estimated enrollment information for their schools, use conservative enrollment
estimates, and establish a process within the budget development cycle that
provides for any major reductions in staff to occur prior to the beginning of the
fiscal year.
Establish a DPS Budget Advisory Committee to assist in the development of the
budget that includes representation from each employee organization as well as
citizen groups.
Establish a policy allowing schools to carry discretionary resources fonvard into
future fiscal years, and include in this policy the requirement that once
discretionary resources are assigned to the schools, they will not be reduced by
the central office at some point in the future.
Establish a contingency budget to address adjustments required for unanticipated
activities.
It should be noted that the Detroit Public Schools administration does not agree with the
MGT conclusion concerning mismanagement. It accepts some of the recommendations
and has implemented others. There are some recommendations, however, that have been
rejected.

Procurement Practices
The procurement process needs to address "blocking and tackling" issues. Thc Finance
Committee suggests that DPS implement the following: a line item budget with input
from principals and teachers; withhold support of future bond issues until guidelines,
controls and penalties are established; ut~lized the DPS Procurement Policy and
Procedure Manual; and create all Ethics Advisory Comniittce.

The Findings
An updated Contracting and Procurement Policy Manual was not adopted in a
timely manner by the DPS administration of the past 5 years.
DPS procurement spending patterns cannot be evaluated or reconciled due to
district failure to produce an up-to-date line item budget since the year 2001.
A master plan for effectively coordinating the construction, purchase, disposition,
closing or leasing of District property/resources does not exist.
To move the district forward, short and long-term success is dependent upon
future iirnding: specifically, a new bond initiative must be part of the strategy.
DPS is not efficiently utilizing its procurement, asset and personnel management
software to maximum advantage.
The Recommendations

A thorough review of the DPS Contracting and Procurement Policy Manual
should rank high on the list as the new board considers its first order of business.
The DPS Contracting and Procurement Policy Manual should be reviewed
regularly by designated persons and revised, if appropriate, to promote best
practice.
The use of retired DPS personnel as independent contractors should be the object
of intense scrutiny. Personal Service Agreements deserve special interest, as they
are most vulnerable to abuse.
A fair subsidy allowance for Detroit-based business RFP's should be reviewed
and implemented.
A vigorous and inclusive budget development process should be implemented,
inclusive of the community, school principals and other key district personnel.
DPS should provide regularly scheduled community updates on contract decisions
and expenditures as they relate to the approved budget.
Establish an Ethics Advisory Sub Committee composed of an ecume~licalclergy
group to review new and existing contracts and offer advice on conflict-of-interest
and other policy concerns.
The internal audit department should be empowered to conduct occasional audits
of the procurement process, independent of Finance Department control.
The Board should consider the appointment of an Inspector General.
Evaluatc all long-term contracts and leases and suggest appropriate action.
A new office of DPS Real Estate Asset Management should be established to
oversee all property-related activity.

An evaluation of the financial impact of the sale of the School Center Building
and other strategic administrative buildings and the resulting Fisher, Kahn and
New Center lease agreements would be useful for future review.
DPS should develop a Real Estate Asset Master Plan to catalogue and review
existing DPS real estate assets before making decisions to purchase, move,
renovate, relocate, rent, demolish or lease any property.
Support for future bond issues should be withheld pending an analysis of PMT
performance and establishment of clear guidelines and controls that are consistent
with the DPS Contracting and Procurement Policy Manual and the development
of a Real Estate and Asset Master Plan and Real Estate Asset Management Office.
DPS should engage in dialogue with successful small school charters and any
other institutions that are willing Lo suggestioffer ideas for best practice.
The PMT must coordinate its planning of school infrastructure in~provementsand
construction with the development of small high schools.
Technology should be assessed to maximize the utility of current software for
procurement purposes.
An intense effort must be made to try to determine the extent of the alleged
budget deficit and the accuracy of the Deficit Reduction Plan.
The ncw Board should follow the suggestion of MGT to review the outsourcing
of food services, maintenance management and technology services.
Review MGT's suggested establishment of internal service funds for printing
services, copiers and technology services.
Review Inail and vending machine operations.
Review DPS Warehousing Operations.
Special EducationIAt-Risk
As a result of several factors including but not limited to competition from other schools,
exodus of higher income residents from Detroit, and lack of special education options at
charter schools, the district's proportion of special education and at-risk students is
increasing. In order to addrcss this concern the DPS should: ensure adequate funding for
the costs of educating this student population; develop consistent special education
operational procedures; and increase student application for federal and state
supplemental funding.

The recommendations
Conduct an "adequacy study" to determine the need for legislative reform of thc
school funding systems to provide needed supplemental assistance to DPS and
other urban school systems
Evaluate the impact charter and private schools are having regarding the
enrollment of DPS students. Are they impacted by the same "urban costs"?
Implement a statewide mandate to increase the amount of funding per special
education student.
The Legislature should ensure that the financial burden that acco~npanies
declining enrollments be distributed over a longer period in order to give schools

an opportunity to adjust to reduced revenues in a more deliberate and effective
way.
Request uniform dollar reductions and unirorm percentage reductions instead of
pro-rata cuts. These cuts should exclude categorical funding targeted to the
education of high-cost students (special edlat-risk).
The Legislatnre should take steps to ensure the stability and adequacy of revenues
earnlarked for the School Aid Fund.
Due to problems in achieving the necessary level of staffing and other noncompliance areas, special education resources have been under expended in the
General Fund
IDEA funds must be seen as a supplement for DPS resources for special
education.
Develop clear and consistent special education operational procedures for
evaluation and eligibility determination.
Review the student/teacher/staff assignment process to make certain that there is
an appropriate match between the needs of the student and the special education
provider.
Make certain that students involved in fluctuating attendance situations are
present during key FTE counting periods.
Develop a process to encourage parents and students to complete the necessary
information to qualify for federal and state supplemental funding.
Make certain that teachers and staff receive sufficient training on how to work in
an urban environment where a high percentage of the students are in need of
special education, at-risk, or have limited proficiency in E~~glish.
Institute a system to project next fall enrollment before school is out for summer.
Elect and support a new DPS School Board.
Support DPS teachers, principals and administrators in providing children within
the DPS district improved education resulting in better student achievement and
performance.
Serve as strong advocates for quality education of all Detroit students.
Work to promote benefits of DPS education to increase enrollment of new
students.

Smaller Learning Communities
Education levels the playing fields in human societies around the world. A quality
education gives a child an opportunity to become a productive member of society. In
light of this fact, for reasons provided in this report, the Finance Committee recommends
making small high schools a part of the overall strategy to improve academic
achievement and raise graduation rates.

The recommendations
DPS must pursue avenues to createidevelop locations to house smaller high
schools.

Most interested members of the comn~unitywhen shown the accumulated data
would agree that small, respoilsive schools are, quite simply, more likely to keep
students until they finish the coursework required for a diploma and to help them
leave high school with authentic skills and realistic plans for the future.
Small high schools represent just the kind of environment needed to host an
intelligent review of differing curriculum models; projection based instruction;
and rigorous, community-based standard setting.
Research shows that smaller high schools, tied strongly to their neighborhood
institutions, are becoming deft at inviting community business and higher
education partners into the schools on a regular basis to help teachers and students
direct their worklstudy activity and assist in developing performance guidcs that
align with workplace and college standards.
The district will need to deepen its reforms and improve their cohesion,
strengthen its professional development, bolster its still-fledgling data systems if
test scores are to progress.
Small schools have taken great strides toward creating a positivc, caring climate.
Many students told us they were more engaged in schoolwork and the school
community than before.
To cover extra costs that come from school start-up, develop partnerships with
foundations to secure needed funding. The district must also utilize state
resources to help create the physical space for new small high schools through
renovation and new construction within the education component of Jobs Today.
Partnering with local businesses to provide insight and instruction on their
particular business will go a long way in building relationships and developing
resources for the leaders and pioneers of the future.
Develop a learning environment that support students desire to learn and cxcel
academically. National studies have indicated that students who attend small
schools enjoy school more, have lower transfer and dropout rates, have closer
relationships among students, teachers, and families, and do better academically.
Successful small high schools will keep more students in school, easing the fiscal
pain caused by declining enrollment in many districts.
In an effort to create smaller high schools on a limited budget, it might be a very effective
strategy to make four centers, Briethaupt, Randolph, Golightly, and Crockett, new high
schools that focus on their vocational specialties while teaching core subjects. We
believe that conversion of these four sites to small vocational high schools could be done
at a fraction of the cost of building new small high schools.
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A NEW BEGINNING.. "BUILDING LEARNING ORGANIZATlONS WHERE
STUDENTS OF EVERY AGE CONTINUALLY EXPAND THEIR CAPACITY TO
CREATE THE RESULTS THEY TRULY DESIRE."

The goal of the Committee on Future Directions was to imagine a "clean slate" with
respect to the public school district of the City of Detroit; accept the challenge to consider
that resources, human, material and financial, are not an issue; and to dream up a state-of
the-art, learner-centered system, charged with the tasks of:
1) Developing new strategies to utilize new trends in education, theme schools,
smaller schools, vocational training and special industry partnering with DPS, and
more;
2) Developing recommendations for legislative action to address critical challenges
facing urban school districts including thc lack of funding; and
3) Developing a new plan that focuses on making DPS a state-of-the-art learning
environment for a community of learners.

To that end, the Committee envisions the Detroit Public Schools (DPS) District as the
place of choice for parentlcaregivers (including DPS personnel) to send their children
because: schools are smaller and academically excellent, thematically diverse, and
students graduate at or above state and national levels; resources are effectively managed
to support the needs of all students; and high quality customer service is consistently
provided by all district employees and volunteers.
This summary focuses on the best practices, findings and recommendations surrounding
Smaller Learning Communities as an innovation:

Smaller Learning Communities
All Detroit schools should be structured to sustain Smaller Learning Con~munities(SLC)
and the District must be transformed to support them. Smaller Learning communities
have the following characteristics:

1) Each school effectively educatcs students around a thematic focus (i.e., schools of
technology, law, entrepreneurship, media, creative arts, skilled trades, teaching,
science, finance, medicine,) in addition to state and national curriculum
requirements.
2) Parents and students select their school based on their interest.
3) There is shared vision and a high degree of collaboration among school level staff
and volunteers that enhances the learning process for students.

4) The student population is limited to ensure students, teachers, administration and
parents are able to develop close bonds.
5) The Corporate, Business, Banking, Medical, Construction, Colleges/Universities,
Fine and Performing ArtsIMusic, Media, Legal and Judicial, Engineering,
Technology and Govenunental Communities adopt theme schools and create
"corridors of learning" that allow the students to lean1 in regular classrooms and
to practice what they learn in schools without walls.
The benefits of smaller learning communities are numerous. Consider the facts:
1) According to the Center for Adolescent Health and Development at the University
of Minnesota, "In small schools, teachers and school leaders can personally
connect with most students, an impossible feat in a large school."
2) The optimal school size for increasing school "connectedness" is under 600
students.
3) Another significant benefit of SLCs is the impact on student behavior. Research
shows that establishing the right "connectedness" between students and school
make students less likely to use drugs, engage in deviant behavior, get pregnant
and experience emotional distress.
4) Smaller schools tend to have lower dropout rates, better attendance, fewer
incidents of violence and more student participation in extracurricular activities.
(U.S. Department of Education, 2001 .)

These are encouraging statistics when we consider that DPS has several large elementary,
middle and high schools. Of 248 DPS school buildings, 95 (or 38%) exceed the optimal
SLC enrollment level of 600 students. While the majority of schools with more than
1000 students enrolled are high schools, there are 4 Elementary and 5 Middle Schools
with enrollments between 1005 and 1352 students.
To its credit, DPS has already started moving in the direction of SLCs. There is one
school (Denby Technical and Preparatory HS) that has implemented the SLC format at
all grad levels and 15 other schools are in various stages of implementation.
Of course, SLCs require comprehensivc staff training for all building employees and
volunteers. Community and parental support are vital. However, the evidence points out
that although average class size is nearly the same in both high and low performing
schools, where there is more space per student there are dramatic increases in student
performance.

The Recommendations
1) Any new construction should provide for maximum student populations of:
200-300 for Elementary Schools
500-600 for Middle Schools
500-600 for High Schools

2) Any current low pcrfomiing schools exceeding the optimal population levels
listed above should be prioritized for conversion to a SLC format.
3) Existing building populations should be adjusted where possible Lo provide Inore
square feet per student.

Professional Development and Training
Appropriate, immediate and consistent professional development and training must be
dcveloped and implemented for all stakeholders in SLCs to ensure full
implcmcntation of the elements that ~ n a k cthem successful.

Staff must receive ongoing professional development; the skills must be
demonstrated in their classrooms or work environments; they must be able to
practice their skills in the work enviromnent while being observed for the purpose
of constructive feed back; the skill must become part of their annual/semi annual
job performance review; and, they must train others when they have perfected the
skill.
To support the "school without walls" concept of Small Learning Communities
and Theme Schools, professional developinent and training is critical, including:

I ) Completion of a research-based customer service traltzirrg program must be
nlandatory for all school level staff and volunteers.
In a 2003-2004 New Detroit focus group activity, parents who felt unwelcome in their schools described their experience as intimidating and
sometimes insulting.
Business and community leaders who wanted to help, expressed
frustration that somc schools they approached had no process in place to
make it easy for them to become involved.
2) Specialized training for corporate, business, medical, legal, fine and
performing arts, media, and other special interest professionals and groups
willing to participate in the adoption of schools whose themes match their
services.
The "community" that houses these professionals would become a "school
without walls" for our students who are practicing the skills of that
trade/career/service. For example, in the School of Government and
Legal Affairs, students would spend the majority of their time learning the
basics of their ficld of study at their home school. When they are ready,
they will "work on special projccts in the "corridor" that houses the offices
of the Governor, or the Mayor or the Chief Justice.

They would be granted internships and scholarships for excelling in their
work and studies and they would be priority candidates for jobs after
school.
3) Every school should be evaluated, by the parents, and the community partners
that participate and support it, on a monthly, quarterly, semi-annual or annual
basis.
Schools As Resource Centers for Community Use
School facilities are not only educational institutions, but also serve as resource centers
for community use. Effective SLCs also provide and receive support from their
surrounding community services, including on-site health clinics providing visual, dental,
physical and mental health services.
There is currently inconsistent application of the "community use" policy across the
Detroit Public Schools. Representatives from community-based organizations expressed
frustration because of polar opposite experiences they had when attempting to work with
various schools.
In some schools, the principals and school staff welcomed community groups and their
programs into their buildings. In others, the leadership and staff made it virtually
impossible for the organizations to provide support or programming.

The Beacon Initiative Recommendation
A potential model for addressing these realities is operational in the New York City
School District, called, "the Beacon Initiative."
Beacons are:
Community centers located in public school buildings;
Offering a range of activities and services to participants of all ages, before and
after school, in the evenings and on weekends;
Individual Beacons are managcd by community-based organizations and work
collaboratively with their host schools, community advisory councils, and a wide
range of neighborhood organizations and institutions.
They provide access to a broad range of social, educational, health care, and other
related family services within the school campus and during extended hours.
In order to see greater community involvement in our smaller learning communities, the
Future Directions Committee recommends that the New School Board should explore the
possibility of creating Beacon Initiative style commullity use partnerships within the
Detroit Public Schools.

Staffing Concerns Are of Paramount Importance in Smaller Learning Communities
In addition to teachers, all schools must bc adequately staffed to ensure students at all
grade levels have support to overcome any educational, emotional, or social barriers to
their personal development. Such barriers include:
Negative attitudes toward schooling
Deficiencies in necessary prerequisite sltills
Disbilities
Lack of home involvement
Lack of peer support
Peers who are negative influences
Lack of recreational opportunities
Inadequate school, social and health support services
Clearly, students and parents are far more likely to be actively engaged with schools that
provide academic excellence, and show genuine concern for their needs.

Findings
The Guidance Counselor
Unfortunately the statistics on school, social and health support services are not positive:
The High School guidance counseloristudent ratio range is from 1 for every 335
students lo 1 for every 350 students.
The Middle school range is 1 guidance counselor for every 340 students to 1 for
every 525 students.
The Elementary school guidance counselor to student ratio is an unacceptable 1
for every 1149 students.
Because the counselor student ratios are so high, many guidance counselors are unable to
give the level of personal attention students really need to be successful. In fact, many
counselors with large student case loads attempt to maximize their time by using it to
bring in supportive resources. While the community support is welcomed, it cannot fully
compensate for the lack of one-to-one guidance our children deserve.

The Social Worker
Many students come to school with personal and social issues that, left unchecked, have a
negative impact on the child's ability to learn. These problems often manifest in
disruptive and sometimes violent behavior that often pervades the classroom and
sometimes the entire school. Social workers are trained to address these issues, but in
DPS the numbers are staggering.
There are less than 275 social workers employed by the school district. If we
assume a population of about 120,000 students, the ratio of social workers to
students would be well over 1 for every 400 students.

Most social workers in DPS are hired to manage the district's growing population
of special needs children. This means that non-special education students are a
secondary priority. Yet, these students experience family crises, neighborhood
situations and personal issues that often go unaddressed.
Some schools in DPS are not assigned a social worker by the District, therefore
many principals must decide whether to use their limited discretionary funds to
purchase social work serviccs or a nurse, reading specialist, math specialist or the
like.

The Recommendations
It is recommended that the district appoint one social worker and one guidance
counselor for each Small Leaming Coinmunity to ensure the educational,
emotional and practical needs of all students are efficiently addressed.
In the final analysis, the Governor has made it clear, the future growth of Michigan is
directly related to our ability to increase the number of students who are entering and
graduating from college.
When coupled with research based professional development, consistently high quality
customer service, adequate school level staffing and effective community partnerships,
Small Leaming Communities can have a major impact toward the goal.

SUMMARY REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNANCE
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A NEW BEGINNING. "CREATING THE DESIRABLE CONDITIONS FOR
ACHIEVEMENT, ACCOUNTABILITY AND ADVOCACY"

There is no more honorable work and no elected position more important to the future of
our city than that of being a member of the Board of Education. Those who will be
elected to serve this corn~nunitywill be held to a higher standard than any others in
elective office, and because of what is at stake, we believe justly so. Theirs will be an
awesome responsibility - to restore faith in the boards' ability to govern. The burden
which they share collectively, to reinstate accountability, integrity, respect, and to focus
on the mission of educating all children in the district, may seem overwhelming,
especially as they begin to embark on their duties.
This board will live under a microscope. Their behavior and actions must be above
reproach. The students, parents and community deserve no less.
Although every aspect of this Team report is important, there is no more crucial element
than that of the Governance Subcomn~ittee,because the way in which this board conducts
its business will determine whether or not the confidence of the citizens of this
community and all stakeholders will be restored.
Some may say the new board is in a no-win situation because of the present state of the
district, but the new board starts with a clean slate and they will carry with them the faith,
belief and desires of an entire city with which they can facilitate positive results.
Restoration of confidence in the Detroit Public Schools does not rest solely with the
election of a new board, but how the new board conducts the business of the district will
go a long way in establishing public confidence. It also depends upon the degree to
which our entire community and its major civic organizations are truly supportive of the
new board.

The Role of the Governance Committee
The Govcmance Committee was charged with reviewing the role and responsibilities of
an elected school board, researching the best practices relating to this role and
responsibilities, and recommending what steps need to be taken to prepare the newly
elected board to successfully take on this work in a rapid and ethical manner.
The members began their work with the premise that Detroiters want a school board and
district that seeks professional development and the training necessary to perform its
tasks with excellence; that adopts a clear and specific ethics policy; that deals
appropriately and effectively with staff, studcnts, parents and the community; and that
makes the goal of outstanding student achievement its absolute first priority.

Beginning with the 2005 elections, Dctroiters will progressively shape and selcct this
eleven-member school board which nlust act quickly to create the conditions for thc
collective experience, integrity, patience, persistence and commitment needed to inspire
both an enduring trust and a mutual commitment to school improvement across all ranks
of our district and community. The District has the primary responsib~lityto provide the
rcsources needed to get the new board prepared and up-and-running rapidly.
Together, the board and the members of the Detroit learner-centered co~llniunityhave the
unprecedented opportunity to launch a quantum improvement in student achievement, to
lift ethical behavior and to set a high standard of collaboration for all future boards.
This board will do well to reach out to civic, religious and comnlunity organizations to
develop strong partnerships which are focused upon continuous board and district
improvement. Unquestionably, those organizations will reciprocate and act as true
partners.
To these ends, the Governance Committee has set forth its findings and recommendations
to aid the hoard in effectively transitioning into its role. With these recommendations
comes our community's expcctation that student achievement will improve, student
enrollment will increase, the district will become financially stable, and the board will
once again realize the public's confidence.
The following is a presentation of those findings:
Findings
Board Member Professional Development and Training
The Michigan Association of School Boards (MASB) offers a series of
Certification workshops and training on good boardsmanship. These
classes are highly valuable to a new board member and the classes focus
upon setting-up the proper relationship between a hoard and its
superintendent. These classes a r e a proper school district expense.
The new school board will facc an immediate need to evolve a common
vision for the future of the district, and to select a superintendent who is
especially capable of developing that vision into a broadly supported
strategic plan and of implementing that plan.
The new school board will need to possess several "core compctencies" to
effectively perfom in their new roles. The Committee offers the
following as examples:

-

Child Development - The Detroit Public Schools has over
125,000 Pre-K through 121hgrade students and each deserves
thc highest quality guidance for their academic, social, and
career development growth.

-

-

Education (Pre-K through 12 Instruction, Administration or
Research) - A critical role for the school board is creating and
maintaining learning environments that enable the DPS student
population to thrive in the 21'' century. This will rcquire innovative
leadership and data driven decisions.
Facility and Property Management - The Detroit Public Schools
has over 250 schools and support service buildings in its inventory
to maintain, rehabilitate, or rebuild.

-

Finance and Budget The District's annual operating budget is
more than 1.4 billion dollars. These funds are a combination of
foundation grants, federal, state and local subsidies. Additionally,
the possibility exists that Detroiters may authorize future capital
improvement bonds for the construction of new or upgrading of
current school buildings.

-

Parent and Community Coalition Building - To be successful
the Detroit Public Schools must maintain an inviting and
collaborative relationship with the parents of its student body,
Detroit's businesses and community faith-based organizations.

-

Personnel and Organizational Management - The Detroit Public
Schools has over 20,000 employees. The board will be required to
review and approve union and personal services contracts along
with approving the hiring, transferal or removal of all district
personnel.

-

Procurement - The Detroit Public Schools annually purchases a
wide range of goods and services including textbooks, computers,
furniture, fuel, vehicles, maintenance supplies, paper, and food
service

Board Member and District Ethics
In 1999, the nationally acclaimed Center for Public Integrity conducted an
evaluation of the laws of all 50 states with regard to conflicts of interest
and ethics policies for public officials. Michigan ranked last, receiving
just one point on a hundred point scale. The State of Washington ranked
first with 98 points because it included four critical elements:
-its laws were specific and therefore enforceable,
-had rigorous public disclosure requirements and easy access to
filings,
-had effective sanctions for violations, and
-had effective external investigative bodies to enforce them.

Both the Michigan Association of School Boards and the National School
Boards Association offer a rccommended Code of Ethics, but both lack the
four kinds of provisions identified by the Center for Public Integrity as
crucial to an effective policy.

An ethics policy covers that broad range of detrimental conduct which
falls between what the law requires and what the public expects. This
range is broader in Michigan than in most states because Michigan has
little law on these matters. That makes an effective ethics policy all the
more needed.

It took the former board three years to develop a proposed comprehensive
policy. In February, 1999, the last elected board publicly committed itself
to implementing several reforms, which included adopting that Code of
Ethics for the board, the district, and its vendors. (The board was
dissolved before it could formally adopt these reforms.)
That code was based upon the Model Procurement Code, (a nationally
acclaimed model that has been adopted in 18 states) with improvenients
gathered from more than 25 hearings and meetings with community and
union input.
One of the biggest pitfalls to the public image of a board revolves around
its role in the award of contracts and from the public suspicions which
arise from accepting political contributions and other favors from persons
affiliated with those vendors.
Recent community and candidate forums reflect that this is a matter of
wide-spread public concern and could easily become a severe impediment
to the leadership capacity of the new board unless a clear and detailed
"Disclose and Refrain" policy is adopted early-on.
The Board's Educational Leadership Role

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Detroit Board in concert with
the Wayne County Regio~lal Education Service Agency, hosted
presentations from and discussions with a long series of nationally
acclaimed educators called "Colloquia on Education in the 21" Century."
More than 400 key staff members and prominent community leaders were
regularly invited to swap thoughts with these speakers, thereby provoking
serious thinking across a broad spectrum of the community.
During tliat same period, the Board also hosted a series of national
conferences called "The African American Child Placed in Crisis", which

brought-in nationally recognized educators to conduct dozens of intensive
worksl~ops. These were attended by thousands from the ranks of the
district and community. Almost all left enthused and ready to help the
district achieve its many objectives.

Community Expectations of Board Members
There is broad agreement across the conlmunity upon many of those qualities
which make a person a prime prospect as a board member.
There are not now enough civic organizations which promote awareness of
these qualities to voters and other community groups.

Community Perceptions of the Board's Role
Many persons are unclear as to the proper role of a board member and how
and where to draw the line between policy-making and micromanagement.
Many voters have conflicting expectations of their board members when they
have a particular problem with the district or with their child's education.
These urgent expectations sometimes prompt a board member to overstep
their proper bounds.
There are currently no civic organizations which make it a priority to help
educate parents, district staff, and the community on the proper role and
responsibilities of, and of the limitations on, school board members.
In recent years, the district has done little to clarify the lines of (and increase)
communication between parents, the community, the board and the
administration.

Educating Potential Board Members
Local colleges have some programs by means of which interested persons can
learn how to become an effective school board member, but these are not well
known and publicized.
Most board candidates run without any clear understanding of the role and
demands of the office.
There are presently few civic organizations which promote the advanced
preparation of persons who have high interest and potential as board
candidates.

Recommendations
That the School District fund an accelerated and tailored series of
boardsmanship seminars for all newly elected board members, to commence
immediately after the November 2005 election, to include a weekend retreat
before the new year begins, and to continue for at least one year.
These efforts should focus in particular on:
- the board's role in evolving a preliminary vision for the district,

-

selecting a superintendent who is especially capable of developing that
vision into a broadly supported strategic plan and of implementing that
plan, and
establishing proper on-going roles and relationships between the board
and superintendent.

That the new board, promptly, adopt a comprehensive ethics policy which is:
- specific and enforceable,
bas rigorous public disclosure requirements with easy public access,
- has effective sanctions for violations, and
- has an effective external investigative body to enforce it and give advice.
That the new board, promptly, adopt a clear-cut "Disclose and Refrain" policy
to eliminate any appearance that district contracting decisions may be
influenced by political contributions or other personal favors.
That the Board enhancc its educational leadership by bringing-in nationally
prominent educators to conduct seminars and workshops for school board
members, district leaders, and other concerned community members, similar
to the "Colloquia on Education in the 21" Century" series.
That the district should renew its sponsorship of the highly successful national
conferences on "The African American Child Placed in Crisis."
That scveral objective civic organizations, such as the League of Women
Voters or the NAACP, consider developing and distributing a listing of
optimal qualifications for board members, and a set of questions which help
evaluate candidates on these qualities, similar to the models in the
Committee's complete report.
These lists should be shared with organizations which endorse and promote
candidates, and with all other concelued voters.
That several civic organizations initiate efforts to educate the public on the
proper policy-making role and function of the school board and of the
management function of the Superintendent.
That the district itself establish clear channels of communication between
parents, staff, administrators and the board.
That several civic organizations work in concert with local colleges to initiate
programs to attract and educate persons who have a high interest in serving as
school board member in the same kinds of subject matter which is addressed
by boardsmanship classes.
That the board enable the president of each of the high school student councils
to attend board meetings to gain experience and thereby foster interest in civic
service in the next generation.

SUMMARY REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES
A NEW BEGINNING.. . "MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCES WITHIN
DETROlT PUBLIC SCHOOLS: A SERVICE-DRIVEN VISION AND
PRACTICE"
The original, stated goals of the Human Resources Committee were to analyze and assess
staffing in the district that supports a quality education for Detroit children; and to review
and recommend new strategies for internal structure of staff consistent with district size
and changes, comparing such with other school districts of similar type.
The committee began its work by reviewing the Human Resource Department mission
and goals that were included in the initial documents presented to the Transition Team by
the Detroit Public School staff. The committee subsequently developed a series of goal
statements that were supported by research and best practice.
Since many of the HR goals are tied to services provided to building level and other
central office administrators, as well as labor leaders, the committee decided to survey
those groups to gather their feedback and perceptions on how effectively HR practices
were being implemented. The results of the surveys and interviews were used to gather
the findings and recommendations contained within our report.
It is important to note that the committee did not deal with staffing ratios throughout the
district or investigate comparables in like districts. The issues of the department were
such that the committee's main focus stayed on internal operations.

The Human Resource Department: A Service-Driven Practice with a Service-Driven Mission
The effectiveness of the Detroit Public Schools' Human Resource function lies in its
ability to follow a clearly defined and articulated set of service-driven values that are
widcly shared among all employees and are aligned and consistent with the management
practices of the district. The values and practices of the department should directly
reflect the DPS overarching mission to improve student achievement.

A clearly designed recruitment, selection and retention process should be implemented
that ensures a highly qualified pool of candidates for all district positions. This process
must focus on the skills needed for a specific job, but also must include the assessment of
attitudes, team skills and a willingness to adopt the goals of improving student
achievement. A retention process must be established that clearly signals to all
employees how important they are to the future of the district by providing opportunities
for development and career growth. The performance appraisal system should be
designed to ensure high levels of competency and accountability for all employees in the
school district.

Lastly, the Human Resources Department, labor unions and school site personnel must be
strategic partners in developing and sustaining recruitment, retention and performance
appraisal policies. The foundation for these partnerships is the collective bargaining
process where all parties come to the table as equals, and union contracts align and are
consistent with the service driven valucs of the district.
The following represents a summary of the findings and recomniendations that grew out
of the body of work and the commitment of the committee to help establish a "New
Beginning . . ." for Detroit Public Schools in the area of Human Resource Management
and Developme~~t.

While the Chief Human Resource's officer verbalizes that the HR department
works in support of student achievement, it is not a part of the written mission.
The data obtained indicates the following: the customer service orientation that is
espoused by the department personnel does not seem to be seconded by thc
people who use their services.
Over the past two or three years, the HR department has reorganized itself to
become more cfficient and effective in working with school personnel. From the
data obtained, it does not appear that the school personnel are aware of how to
access the revised system in a way that supports their work. Principals and other
"custon~ers"observe that they are unable to get the infonllation and answers that
they need to do their work effectively.
The Departments of Human Resources and Curriculum & Instruction share roles
and responsibilities in hiring, monitoring, disciplining, and, in some cases
dismissing, staff. These functions are not carried out well because the
communication that is necessary for this collaboration is not strong. Issues of
'turf and power seem to be in the way.
Site level administrators reccive last minute and incomplete con~municationabout
decisions that affect their buildings.
While evaluation documents cxist in the majority of the labor union groups, they
do not appear to be consistently or uniformly administered. An evaluation
document for administrators does not exist at present and is in the development
stages.
The current Chief Human Resources' Officer restructured the labor relations
function when she took the position in 2002. Previously the administrator in
charge of labor relations was a cabinet level position, which reported directly to
the Superintendent. Currently that position reports through the HR Chicf. Othcr
revisions to work fuliction were also made. Thc labor union presidents feel as
though the current division of work and responsibilities is extremely ineffectivc
and counterproductive.

Data collection, retrieval and utilization are works in progress. Systems are not in
place to collect information that would help the department personnel know if the
work that they do is on target. The department realizes that this is a problem.
The Human Resources Department states that competency-based selection criteria
are in place to train and select aspiring assistant principals and principals to
establish a pool of possible candidates for positions.
The process for recruiting and hiring teachers is a bit unclear, and it also a
relatively new one that has been instituted since 2002.
The data and feedback acquired indicate that knowledge of the processes for
selection and promotion of all candidates is not widespread, i.e. DPS
administrative members of the HR sub-committee had no knowledge of this
program.
The perception by many people is that it's "who" you know and not "what" you
know that secures a principal or other administrative position within DPS.

Recommendations
Develop and widely disseminate a clearly defined service driven mission that is
aligned with the overarching DPS goal to improve student achievement. The
mission must be endorsed and supported by the Board and the Superintendent.
Develop an employee manual outlining DPS procedures and protocols.
Revise the "One Stop Shop" service delivery model so that building principals
and other clients can better understand how to access the system.
Create a more customer friendly environment in the HR department by removing
the gates that keep people out of the department.
Hire HR staff that have first hand knowledge of how schools function and crosstrain them for increased efficiency.
Implement a planned protocol for regular on-going communication between HR,
Curriculum and Instruction, other key departments, and school sites.
Institute an ongoing advisory comprised of n varietv of DPS school personnel to
provide HR with feedback on processes and operations.
Performance appraisal systems should be implemented using an evaluation
instrument that:

o holds all district employees accountable for fulfilling goals and objectives
that are set in accordance with the mission and values of the district;
o is goal-oriented as opposed to being punitive in design;
o identifies and utilizes procedures that are fair and objective;
o possesses appropriate rewards and consequences;

o embeds support for the evaluators at all levels of management; and
o considers implementing a 360-degree evaluation model

Adopt, publish and follow discipline procedures and practices at all levels of
management.
Create a separate cabinet level position for Labor Affairs reporting directly to the
General Superintendent.
Analyze the current data collection, retrieval and utilization systems for efficiency
and effectiveness.
Fully implement the computer assisted People Soft program for HR functions.
Devise, implement and publish an employee recruitment process where
competencies are identified during the selection process and uniform
qualifications are used to select candidates.
Promotion practices for administrative positions should be clearly outlined for all
candidates and standards-based assessment criteria should be used in the
selection.
Move the staff development functions for administrators, teachers, and paraprofessionals to the Department of Curriculum and Instruction to provide for
closer alignment with curricular initiatives.

SUMMARY REPORT O F THE COMMITTEE ON LEGAL ISSUES

.

A NEW BEGINNING.. "DEFINING A QUALITY EDUCATION AS A
CERTAINTY OF OPPORTUNITY -LEAVING NO CHILD BEHIND "
The stated goal of the Committee on Legal Issues was to analyze the existing Public Acts
regarding state education funding of the Detroit Public Schools and to determine the need
for additional legislation in that regard. With this goal in mind, the Committee identified
three issues of overriding significance to the future of Detroit Public Schools:
1)
2)
3)

The legality of the current funding system for the district;
The legal restrictions on Special Needs funding for the district; and
The question of charter schools.

This summary will deal only with the committee's findings and recommendations
regarding the current funding system concerns and the question of charter schools.
The Committee conducted its work by reviewing the statutes of the State of Michigan
with respect to the current legal status of the Detroit District as it relates to funding and
by reviewing any instances of pending litigations by school districts across the country.
Moreover, the Committee did some research on the Charter School legislation and that
which surrounds students with Special Needs.

The Current Funding System
What People Want and What the Constitution Guarantees
People want schools that open before eight and close after five; that offer a wide range of
programs; they want more sports programs; and increased exposure to the arts; a summer
program with enrichment opportunities that last all summer; they want schools that go
from pre-school to kindergarten and from kindergarten through grade 6 and from
kindergarten though grade 8, in addition to K through 5 and 6 through 8 and 7 through 9
and 9 through 12 and maybe even 14; they want schools that are close to home and
schools that are smaller and safe. But above all, they want schools that challenge their
children to their highest potential; that enable each child to learn at his or her own pace;
that push children to do their work with excellence and pride; that expect children to
formulate their own questions and teachers that coach them to seek the answers from a
variety of different sources; they want schools that don't move the children on to middle
school when they are still reading at the fourth grade level; and they want their children
to graduate with the skills and attitudes they need to go on to higher education or to get a
satisfying job.

The Constitution gives us thc right to have thcse things and more and the costs of
providing them, for every single child, for every single family, should be everyone's
priority. Sililply put, this is the definition of a quality education - "A Certainty of
Opportunity - Leaving No Child Behind."

The Issue of E ~ u i t vin Funding
Some years ago, the Executive Director of the Council of Great Cities Schools, Michael
Casserly wrote a commentary to the Detroit NewsIFree Press using the following words
on the topic, and they are still truc today.
Like so many aging large urban school districts, Detroit Public Schools faces crises in
conditions that are not entirely of their own making. For example the district can point to
the prevalence, in many neighborhood schools, of major renovation,
maintenance or repair needs that, if not attended, could result in safety
threats to the students and staff; and
the absence of advanced, supportive infrastructure enhancements,
including appropriate wiring, in many schools that severely limits student
and staff access to the most current, instructional and informational
technology.
According to the Council of Great Cities Schools (1994), no nationwide evidence
suggests that the crises are purely due to mismanagcrnent, corruption, poor workmanship
or lack of concern on the part of school officials. And, no finger-pointing or
misinformation will solve things.
The fact of the matter is that the problems are due to the slurvation of urban schools as a
whole. They receive substantially less per child in revenues than thcir suburban
counterparts, despite higher levels of need.
That our nation's large city schools tend to be much older means that they require a much
higher share of limited resourccs for emergency repairs and outmoded infrastructures.
That they tend to educate more children of the poor, minorities and those with special
needs, means that, again, they require a much higher share of the nation's limited
resources forpublic education.
"There is no pot of gold within urban districts and those who suggest it will only
contribute to more cannibalism of the available resources and the continued loss of public
confidence needed to solve the problems. These issues will not disappear until state
political leaders, ordinary citizens, the media and others come to the realization that these
problems are not the sole responsibility of urban school leaders - but those of the entire
country." (Casserly, Council of Grcat City Schools)

Findings
The Committee reviewed the legality of the funding system for Detroit Public Schools
and the court challenges that have been brought around the country and found that:

The current system for funding the Detroit Public Schools does not provide the
district with sufficient funds to provide to all its students the sound basic
education required under the Michigan Constitution.
The Constitution of the State of Michigan requires the Legislature to maintain and
support a system of free public education:
"The legislature shall maintain and support a system of free
public elementary and secondary schools as defined by law.
Every school district shall provide for the education of its
pnpils without discrimination as to religion, creed, race, color
or national origin. (Const 1963, art 8, sec 2.)
The Constitution further prohibits the State from supporting or
assisting any private school, including, but not limited to, any private
school that provides religious instruction:
No public monics or property shall be appropriated or paid
or any public credit utilized, by the legislature or any other
political subdivision or agency of the state directly or
indirectly to aid or maintain any private, denominational or
other non-public, pre-elementary, elementary, or secondary
school. No payment, credit, tax benefit, exemption or
deductions, tuition voucher, subsidy, grant or loan of public
monics or property shall be provided, directly or indirectly, to
support the attendance of any student or the employment of
any person at any such nonpublic school or at any location or
institution where instruction is offered in whole or in part to
such nonpublic school students.
In 1994, the Legislature passed the current system for funding and maintaining
schools. In brief, that system provides for a foundation grant for each student in
the system, supplemented by various special purpose appropriations, including,
most importantly, grants for at-risk and special education students and for school
lunches and other special programs.
a

The foundation grant has frozen a preexisting inequality into the law. Before the
current system was passed, forty-one (41) of the richest districts in the state were

able to allocate substantially more funds per student than the level that thc state
established for the first foundation grant.
The law has allowed those 41 districts to maintain that differential into the
indefinite future. The differences are substantial. For example, in 2005,
Bloornfield Hills received a statc foundation allowance of $11,385 per student-while Detroit received $7180 per student.

*

It takes far more-not far less--to provide the same level of education in Detroit.
Detroit's physical plant is far older and thus operational and maintenance costs
are far higher. Detroit has a greater need for security, for in-school libraries and
other facilities, and for tutoring, counseling, and social service support. Yet
Detroit receives far less-not more-in the basic foundation allowance.
The state has recognized that fact by establishing thc various special purpose
grants, including, most importantly, those for at-risk (i.e. poor) and special needs
the problem is thus
students. But the amounts are not adequate-and
compounded, not solved, by these grants.
The at-risk program provides an additional 11.5 percent per student for students
who are eligible for free or reduced lunches (i.e. students from poor families).
Federal Title I grants provide further money based on the number of students
from poor backgrounds.
The cost of educating a student from poverty excecds that of educating a student
from a professional background by far more than 11.5 percent - and by far more
than the combined total of state and federal funds allocated to students from poor
backgrounds.
The cost of educating students with special needs far exceeds the allowance that
the State providcs in its special purpose grant.

The result, of course, is inevitable. Despite heroic efforts by Detroit's teachers, students,
parents, and the entire community-and despite the brilliant individual success storiesthe rates of graduation and educational achievement are not as high as they should or
could be. Even with affirmative action (which is again under attack), Detroit's students
are far less likely to go to the elite public institutions of higher education than are their
peers from the more affluent suburbs. More generally, Detroit's students are less likely
to receive the basic education they need to obtain employment in the modem, global
economy.
In the last two years, the State has frozen the foundation allowances-and thus the
special purpose funds. When coupled with the increase in health, pension and other
costs, this freezing of funds has hurt districts across the state. But the underlying
inequality has made the crisis far deeper in Detroit. Other districts have been forced to

make cuts in some programs; Detroit has been forced to amputate entire programs and to
close numerous schools.

Question: Is the current fundine inequalitv constitutional?
The United States Supreme Court has rejected a claim that the state must provide for an
integrated education or even that it must provide equal funds for education But in a
series of recent decisions - mcluding, most importantly, in New York City the courts in
other states have found that the State does have an obligation, under the state constitution,
to provide the funds necessary for a "sound basic education," a "thorough and efficient"
education, or "substantially equal curricula, facilities, and equipment" to students
throughout the State.
-

The New York case is based on a guarantee of free public education in that state's
constitution that is essentially equivalent to that contained in the constitution of the State
of Michigan. The state constitutional provisions in the Ohio, Ncw Jersey and Arkansas
Constitutions differ somewhat - but are basically equivalent to the Michigan
Constitutional provision.

Some Noteworthy Obstacles in the Path of Any Proposed Litigation
Most obviously, the Michigan Supreme Court is conservative and averse to requiring the
Legislature and the government to live up to the most basic Constitutional guarantees.
But under the best of circumstances, litigation like that filed in New York and other states
takes years to reach a conclusion-and in that time the lawsuit itself could be used as a
vehicle for educating the public and the judges about the urgent need for change and for
equality in the funding of Michigan's public schools.
Beyond the conservative nature of our current courts, a second obstacle is that Michigan
law prohibits the district itself from bringing such a suit or from using public funds to
support it. Despite these restrictions, however, the district could help solicit the political
and material support from private parties - including from the educational, business,
labor and other communities in Detroit, across the State and the Nation.
Finally, the committee acknowledges what the Governor of our state has stated publicly,

". . . I have fought hard to increase funding for Michigan's K-12 schools
and have convinced the legislature to increase per pupil support to
record levels this year. My message has been clear: we must demand
more of our schools, but we also need to provide resources needcd to
achieve these higher goals."

" . . . I fear that a lawsuit regarding school funding would interrupt the
progress we are making on this issue and lead to many years of
litigation. Putting the issue in the hands of the courts will take the
legislature off the hook when we should be increasing the pressure to

make education our top priority. We simply cannot afford to see school
funding frozen at current lcvels while lawmakers wait ycars for direction
from the courts."

Recommendation
The committee rccommends that the new School Board and the Detroit community
conduct a thorough investigation into the feasibility of supporting litigation that would
challenge the current funding system for the schools. The basis for such a challenge is to
determine, indisputably, whether the current funding system violates the State
Constitution.
A similar lawsuit resulted in an additional $4 billion in funds for the New York City
Public Schools. As the group that took on the New York suit is considering similar suits
elsewhere, strong political support from the newly elected Detroit School Board might
induce them to support a similar suit here.
In the final analysis, the committee asserts that it is the right and responsibility of the
school district and the community to ensure that Detroit Public Schools receives the
funds it needs to provide every student with two basic certainties:
an education equal to that provided anywhere else in the State; and,
an education that meets the minimum standards for a basic education
as required by the Constitution of the State of Michigan.

Charter Schools
In 1994, when Governor Engler first signed into law the bills authorizing the creation of
charter schools, the proponents claimed that the charters would provide a higher quality
education and that this would in turn force the public schools to improve their educational
services.
The Michigan Association of Public School Academies states "We envision a dynamic
educational community where frecdorn, choice, standards and the accountability of
market forces ensure world-class educational opportunities for all children". Further "We
believe parents, educators, and community and business leaders, when free to combine
their creative power with their dedication to children, can foster educational excellcncc.
With these ideals in mind, 11 years later, the 81 or so charter schools in Detroit and the
neighboring suburbs should be centers of excellence preparing students at a much higher
level than the traditional school systems such as Detroit Public Schools.
Unfortunately, there is no study yet that clearly demonstrates that charters provide a better
education to students. What is clear is that charter schools exist and there is some
evidence that the public schools are experiencing negative effects, as a result.
The issue for DPS must be then, how to mitigate the problems they believe are inherent
in the situation. It is important to note that DPS has, itself, chartered several schools. As

a part of the initial chartering process, those schools were challenged to create schools
that would be able to offer curriculums that the district was not able to deliver except on a
limited basis, or to develop and test curriculum iiinovations that could be replicated, in
the district in the future.
Perhaps the door should be opened to dialogue between all members of the learnercentered community. Perhaps more answers could be found for ensuring the "certainty of
opportunity" for every child, that goes beyond the "no child left behind" rhetoric.
It does not portend well for a future that does not include options and opportunities for
learning. On the other hand the elimination or decimation of public education is
unacceptable in thc extreme and no option at all.

The Findings
There is no detllonstrable evidence that students in charter schools are receiving
the high quality education that the sponsors of charters claimed they would
receive.
Despite the claims in the bills authorizing the creation of Charter Schools in 1994,
there is no evidence that they are more effective, provide a higher quality
education, or that they have forced public schools to improve.
When measured by test scores, student achievement varies from charter to charter,
but most are significantly below DPS, and only a few score significantly higher
than DPS.
The rise of charters has been one of the primary reasons driving down the
enrollment in the Detroit Public Schools. Detroit residents make up a high
percentage of the total number of students in charter schools across the State.
Charter schools have drained DPS of significant resources that could have been
used to improve educational opportunities within the system. Approximately
36,000 students, who live in Detroit, attend charter schools in the city limits of
Detroit or the first ring suburbs. This equates to approximately $250 million
dollars in lost revenue.
DPS students e111.011 in charter schools at the beginning of the school year and
after the student count day many return to their local school but the per-pupil
funding doesn't follow them.
There are sufficient concerns about this movement of students from public
schools to charter schools and hack to public scl~oolsto warrant action by thc
Governor, the Legislature and the State Department of Education, with respect to
charter education and the associated funding disparities within Detroit and across
the state.
The promise of charters was to provide a better education for all students. This
has not been realized as special education students are seriously under represented
in charter schools. Statewide, only 3% of students in charters are in special
education programs. In the Detroit district, 14% of students are in special
education programs.

The majority of charter schools authorized have Elementary or K-8 school
configurations. These schools receive the full $7,180 per pupil foundation grant
even though they are much less expensive to operate than high schools.
Increasing concerns have been raised about the profits that are realized by private
management companies who operate some of these charters. The Legislators and
the Governor who passed and signed the law did not intend for private companies
to make money by playing upon the fears and lack of knowledge of anxious
parents.
Overall, students who elect to go to charters and those whom charters take are
generally the easiest to educate, i.e., they are usually not discipline problems, are
not diagnosed as learning disabled; and in many cases, parental education
backgrounds and income levels are higher.
The Recommendations

If the newly elected Board finds that the information collected by the Transition
Team in its study of the negative effects of Charter Schools on Detroit Public
Schools has merit, it is recommended that they take the appropriate actions to
stem the flow of students out of the district.
The new School Board should initiate, immediately, the development of a strong,
proactive agenda to urge the Governor, the State Legislature and the State
Department of Education to take action to change the funding formula for perpupil allocations that reflect the per-pupil spending differences between Charter
and Public Schools.
Charter schools are not noticeable factors in the Suburban School landscape. The
fact that the majority of students, who attend charter schools, reside in Detroit,
Benton Harbor, Pontiac, Inkster, Flint and Saginaw, raises yet another red flag
and bears further investigation.
The Detroit Board of Education should advocate in Lansing for a fair and level
playing field.between charter schools and traditional public schools in the areas of
funding, and accountability for successful student achievement.
The Detroit Board of education should conduct a thorough review of its own
current policies on authorizing charters within the Detroit school system.
The Board of Education should call upon the Legislature to maintain the cap on
current charter schools; take steps to close the loophole that allows Bay Mills
Community College to charter schools that receive public funds; and to cap the
number of students in charter schools that receive public funds, until there is a
definitive assessment of the efficacy of the charter school movement in Detroit
and across the State of Michigan.
If a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step, then Detroit must take the first
steps, for the sake of our children and the con~munity. Only then will we be able to say
without rancor, we have done our best to preserve public education and the right of our
parents and students to have a voice in the terms of its delivery.

SUMMARY REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

.

A NEW BEGINNING.. "BUILDING A TRUE INFORMATION HIGHWAY
FOR DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS"

The goal of the lnfonnation Technology Committee of the Governor's Transition Team
for Detroit Public Schools (DPS) was to review and research the current DPS core
curriculum in order to determine strategies that would result in standards-based learning
environments and development of 2IStCentury skills for all students and to streamline
administrative duties into more cost-effective processes. The implementation of other
technology proposed in this Plan could contribute to the transformation of the education
system to better meet the needs of the new millennium learners.
For public education in Detroit to benefit from the rapidly evolving development of
information and communication technology, leaders at every level - school, district and
state - must not only supervise, but also provide informed, creative and ultimately
transformational leadership for systematic change.
Access to information or the lack thereof is the detennining factor of the success or
failure of ventures large and small. If our children do not become part of the force
created by the whirlwind of information technology, then they will become part of the
rubble left behind.
As recommended by the National Education Technology Plan (January, 2005), there are
seven major action steps that must be taken in order to develop a plan of technology
excellence for Detroit students:

1. Strengthen Leadership
a. Provide data substantiating increased eilrollment as the result of an
effective Information Technology Curriculum.
b. Provide data substantiating higher student achievements in other
subjects and post-high school advancements.
c. Develop Information Technology related referenceisupport materials.
2. Consider Innovative Budgeting
a. Alternative funding - Grants, Private Sponsors
b. Develop WorkiStudy IT Projects
c. Seek Federal-funding availability based upon national standards

3. Improve Teacher Training

a. Develop a plan for teachers to migrate through an educational program
and migrate into compliance with the national standards sct for IT
instructional professionals.
b. Develop a plan to monitor a continuing education program
c. Seek and hire IT Professionals as instructors
d. Use college IT majors as student teachers in computer labs and virtual
classrooms/schools.

4. Support e-learning and Virtual Schools
a. Take advantage of the cost savings realized by incorporating existing
Internet-based learning into the IT curriculum.
b. Develop a pilot Virtual School (combine several social studies classes
into one; provide laptops on each desk, reinforce learning with direct
response technology)

5. Encourage Broadband Access
a. Upgrade computer network infrastructure for faster access to
Information
b. Improved electronic communications and infrastructure throughout
the district will bring the most effective information and resources to
schools from other schools, districts, State agencies and national
sources.
6. Move Toward Digital Content (online books)
a. The incorporation of digital media into the curriculum to better engage
today's students.
b. Virtual learning environments will address the need for anytime, any
place learning by students and staff.

7. Integrate Data Systems
a. Link student information records, progress reports, attendance,
homework assignments, teacherlparent communications.
b. Administrative efficiency and communications will be cnhanced
district-wide.

Strengthen Leadership, Consider Innovative Budgeting, Improve Teacher Training
Findings

I

The school district has not been able to fully commit to completely implementing
nor monitoring the Information Tech~lology Plan (July 2003-June 2006)
developed in June, 2003.
Only certain school district schools have advanced information technology
curriculu~nsand have effectively incorporated IT into their daily processes to
effectuate and realize cost savings.
All levels of the District's administration have not remained committed to
creating "new communication strategies, new paradigms for financing, new
models for assessing success, and new models for education." (2003-06 DPS IT
Plan).
The school district had developed a detailed Information Technology Plan that
closely aligns itself with the national information technology standards. The
school district has failed to monitor both the acquired funding and the expertise to
implement the plan in its entirety.
This failure to apply and monitor the application of the information technology
funds has resulted in dormant or under-utilized computer equipment, discouraged
teachers, students and stakeholders.
Parents have moved their children from the Detroit school district to other school
districts in order to insure their exposure to curriculums where a solid information
technology program exists.
Additional funding is needed to fully implement and sustain a technology plan
that covers a full student educational cycle (13 years).
Many of the teachers used to instruct information technology (IT) classes have
little to no IT education except for basic word processing and spreadsheet develop
skills.
In an attempt to staff newly created IT curriculums and classes, teachers have
been requested to perfornl "double duty" and teach an IT class in addition to their
trained subject matter which may be mathematics, social studies, English or some
other discipline.
In some cases, teachers may have taken the initiative to take a course or two to
prepare and some have been thrust into an IT classroom with little time or
materials to adequately prepare a lesson plan that would adhere to the National
Technology Plan.

Recommendations
Compile statistics showing where enrollment has been increased and sustained as
the results of the introduction of an effective Information Technology enhanced
curriculum. Those statistics would then be used to substantiate requests for
funding from private and public stakeholders.

Pub1iciz.e the statistics, keep the parents, students and adininistrators aware of thc
progress to maintain a level of confidence that IT funding is been effectively
distributed for the benefit of the children.
The District should showcase student IT achievements, cncourage
competitiveness and highlight successful administrative implementation
strategies.
Provide quarterly updates to the District's leadership indicating targcts met, goals
yet to be achicved and innovative and cost saving IT solutions to "old"
challenges.
Hire an IT Plan Czar.
Review and update the school district's current technology plan to ensure
adherence to the National Technology Plan.
The school district should initiate a technology funding taskforce that would be
responsible for identifying short (3-5 years) and long-term (6-1 3 years) funding
necessary to fully implement the technology plan by establishing the necessary
partnerships and solidifying commitments.
The district should hold regular quarterly technology meetings with the partners
and stakeholders to address any deviations from the plan and implement
corrective measures to insure adherence to the plan.
Convince the corporate entities that their continuing partnership and financial
commitment would result in long-tenn advantages by reducing costs in the areas
of human resources, training and increasing the per capita income of the Detroit
population thereby increasing the general population who would be able to afford
their products.
Identify the skillsets needed for each level of IT instructor (beginning,
intermediate, advanced).
Develop a plan for teachers to migrate through an educational program that will
provide them with the required skillset(s).
Develop a plan to monitor a continuing education program that will assist in
determining if the skills obtained are the skills needed to effectively articulate
information technology education at the specified level.
Partner with corporate IT professionals to provide support to teachers and their
assistants.
Seek and hire IT professionals as instructors.
Use college IT majors as student teachers and assistants.
Develop or obtain computerized tutorials for convenient access to new IT
developments.
Support for e-Learning and Virtual Schools
Since technology is linked to every facet of each individual's existence, it is inevitable
that it must become imbedded into the basic educational system that sustains our socicty.
It is possible for us to check our bank balances, transfer funds, pay outstanding debts, and
order everything from pizza to cars and houses without speaking or interacting with an
individual. E-Learning must be incorporated into the District's foundation and become a
vehicle to provide students access to an abundance of support information.

Findings
Little has changed over the past 100 years about "who we teach" or "what we
teach". But, in the last 10 years, nationally, there have been major advancements
in "what we teach with", the District has some catching up to do.
Books, paper, pens and pencils, erasers and calculators are on the back-to-school
shopping lists of most of Detroit School District students, while laptops and
Internet access are on thc top of the list for other districts.
The District is still relying upon test results to determine a student's "learning
level" or assessment of what they have learned, when it has been proven that not
all students, even those with high IQ's perform well on tests. thereby, fostering
low self-esteem and subjecting the child to undeserved ridicule.
Large class sizes restrict the teacher's access to students who may need
individualized instruction.
Many of our older schools cannot support the computer network infratructure to
implement connectivity within and between schools, which is necded to
effectively realize the advantages of E-Learning.

Recornmendations
Implement technology that will assist educators in developing
curriculumlinstruction and managing learninglassessment where they correlate to
standards-based performance measures (State and National standards).
Invest in a pilot classroon~that operates without books, paper, pens and pencils.
Document and evaluate the costs savings, level of instruction and the assessment
of the learning over a two-year period.
Allow access to the e-learning environment 2417.
Allow access to videos of archived classes, links to on-line refercnce materials,
pictures, charts and graphs that were discussed in class.
Develop interactive student homework review sessions with student teachers.
This could equate to required "classroom" participation hours.
Expand the image of a "classroom" where there are no restrictive walls, doors or
windows, just limitless access to instructional materials.

Broadband Access
Detroit Public Schools need to have broadband access 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
365 days a year like most colleges and universities and other public school districts. This
infrastructure enhancement will help teachers and students to realize the full potential of
this type of technology.

Findings
The data show that
New or newly renovated schools are fully equipped with appropriate
technologies, wiring and access to the wide area network (WAN).
Electrical capacity in all schools can support current and future requirements for
technology.
Video conferencing and distance learning are used more in teaching and
professional development.
Tecluiology will support virtual schoolslclassrooms and provide e-learning
experiences to students and other community members.
Many classrooms are able to establish "instant" computer labs for instruction
using wireless technologies.

Recommendations
Continue to thoroughly evaluate existing technology infrastructure and access to
broadband to determine current capacities and explore ways to ensure its
reliability.
Encourage that broadband is available all the way to the end-user for data
managemcnt, online and technology-bascd assessments, e-Learning, and
accessing high-quality digital content.
Encourage the availability of technical support to management and maintain
computer networks, maximize educational uptime and plan for future needs.

Digital Content
Detroit Public Schools should move away from the reliance on textbooks to the use of
multimedia or online information (digital content). Textbooks are increasingly
expensive, quickly outdated and physically cumbersome. This approach offers many
advantages, including cost savings, increased efficiency, improved accessibility and
enhanced learning opportunities in a format that engages today's web-savvy students.

Findings
The data show that
The bandwidth to each school is sufficient to support teachers and learners and to
provide access to quality educational resourccs.
Teachers do not have appropriate software to support the curriculum goals but
will have resources for identifying quality educational software for classroom use.
K-12 student technology competencies are adopted and are being integrated into
curriculum areas.

Recommendations
Ensure that teachcrs and students are adequately trained in the use of online
content.
Make sure students have ubiquitous access to computers and connectivity by
implementing a laptop program similar to Irving Independent School District in
Irving, Texas.
Incorporate the Accelerated Learning Through Technology (ALTT) Program
which is centered on a project-based learning approach. Using this approach, the
classroom dynamics naturally transform from a direct instruction setting toa
collaborative learning environment with the teacher serving as a facilitator.

Integrated Data Systems
In order for Detroit Public Schools to have a better allocation of resources, greater
management efficiency, and online techllology-based assessments of student
performance, there need to be integrated data systems.

Findings
The data show that
Information district-wide is more reliable and accessible, but not integrated to a
point where there is a correlation between student performance and allocation of
resources to that student.
Financial and human resource processes at all levels are more streamlined and
easily tracked.

Recommendations
Follow the documented p l a ~for infonnation technology that was developed by
the district to integrate data systems so that administrators and educators have the
information they need to increase efficiency and improve student learning.
Use data from both administrative and instructional systems to understand
relationships betwcen decisions, allocation of resources and student achievement.
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